ABSTRACT
SALT AND LIGHT:
BEST MINISTRY PRACTICES FOR COMMUNITY IMPACT
BY TANZANIAN CHURCHES
by
Geoffrey Peter Majule
The purpose of this study was to identify the best ministry practices for improving
the impact of mainline churches on the community by surveying church leaders and laity
from both independent ministries and mainline churches in Tanzania. This study was
born as a result of the current situation in Tanzania where church attendance in the
mainline churches is declining while independent churches are growing rapidly.
The literature review examined the theological foundations of a ministry that is
incarnational and contextualized from the perspective of Jesus, the early Church, and the
apostle Paul. More specifically, Jesus modeled how the kingdom of God would be well
presented to mankind through this type of ministry.
The research applied two instruments to collect data. The first included interviews
of key leaders from both mainline churches and independent churches. The interviews
also involved select laity from both sides of the population. The second instrument was a
questionnaire given to select leaders and laity from the two church populations.
The findings of this study suggest a change in practice and strategic ways of
ministry by the Tanzanian churches becoming Holy Spirit empowered, incarnational,
holistic, and participatory to have a maximum impact on the community.
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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM
Introduction
In recent years, more specifically the last ten years of the twentieth century and
the early years of the twenty-first century, Tanzania has experienced a rapid rise and
growth of non-denominational ministries. These independent congregations in Tanzania
are getting stronger and more popular in the community while their counterparts, the
mainline churches, are declining in one way or another. People are becoming more
attracted to and influenced by these organizations and a great number are leaving the
mainline churches, joining independent congregations, and becoming permanent
members. Most of these independent churches are charismatic or Pentecostal in nature
(Cordes 1-3). Some do not bear Pentecostal name but they practice and manifest most of
the Pentecostal elements. In spite of some being questionable in their nature, independent
ministries have drawn many people to their congregations and have left mainline
churches in great puzzlement. Statistics reveal that what is now happening in Tanzania is
also happening in other parts of the world—in North and South America, Europe, Russia,
Asia, Australia, and in Africa (Cooper 114-16). Darold H. Morgan, a professor of religion
at Harvard University, gives his informative review on Pentecostalism movement around
the world:
Though Pentecostalism has been around for a long time, the twentieth
century was the historical setting for its world-wide growth in such
startling proportions. To ignore this “fire from heaven” is tantamount to
hiding one’s head in the sands relative to major factors which, soon or
late, will impact the totality of the Christian movement.
The student of religion simply cannot and must not ignore “the
vibrant, primal spirituality of Pentecostalism.” From 1906 (the date of the
famed Azusa revival in Los Angeles) until now, this movement has
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become the fastest growing religion in the world with more than four
hundred million followers. Even more startling is Cox’s conclusion that
they are gaining a minimum of twenty million new disciples annually.
These are incredible statistics!
Cox’s book seizes our attention with numerical and geographical
developments before he moves with his broad theological skills into the
doctrinal and critical issues. For instance, he predicts that it is not only
possible but highly likely that the dominant religious force in South and
Central America will soon be the various forms of Pentecostal
Christianity. Sometime early in the [twenty first] century, Pentecostals
may well outnumber Roman Catholics— so rapid is their growth in this
part of the world.
Similar growth is taking place in sub-Sahara Africa. South Korea
could well be dominated numerically by this form of Christian faith and
practice sometime early in the next century because of their rapid growth.
There is one congregation in Seoul which may soon boast of one million
members—the largest local church in the world! Add to these areas the
vast expanses of the old Soviet Union where reports about Pentecostal
Christianity are glowing. Even parts of China and Europe are
reverberating with Pentecostal fervor. (15)
The mainline churches in these locations, which used to be filled with people, are now
left with almost empty pews. In some of these countries, church buildings once used for
Christian purposes have been sold to serve other functions. The amazing growth of
independent ministries in Tanzania, as has been observed in other parts of the globe,
provokes this study. In some cases people do not move away from the mainline churches
to join the independent churches, instead, the established churches have found themselves
embracing charismatic movements, or adopting some independent ways of worship, at
least to please their adherents so they will not depart from their churches. My project was
aimed at identifying the best ministry practices for improving the impact of mainline
churches on the community by surveying church leaders and laity from both independent
ministries and mainline churches in Tanzania.
Results obtained from this study will help the mainline churches learn and adopt
the best practices lacking on their side in order to improve their effectiveness in the
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Tanzanian community. Successful ministry requires constant evaluation and adjustments
whenever necessary. Jesus evaluated his ministry as is indicated in his question to his
disciples when he asked, “Who do people say the Son of Man is?” (Matt.16:13, NIV).
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to identify the best ministry practices for improving
the impact of mainline churches on the community by surveying church leaders and laity
from both independent ministries and mainline churches in Tanzania.
Research Questions
The following questions guided the study of this project to make it successful.
Research Question #1
What practices of independent ministries, as identified by their leaders and laity,
have the greatest impact on the community?
Research Question #2
What practices of mainline churches, as identified by their leaders and laity, have
the greatest impact on the community?
Research Question #3
What best practices could be implemented or enhanced by mainline churches to
increase community impact?
Definition of Terms
The following terms appear frequently in this study.
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Best Ministry Practices
The best ministry practices refer to acts that are biblical, theologically sound,
effective, and based on the apostolic practice. The practices should relate to the holistic
ministry and reflect an incarnational ministry.
Independent Churches or Ministries
In the context of this research, independent ministries are Christian churches
established and run by the indigenous people or natives. In Tanzania these are churches
that originated with Tanzanians and are under Tanzanian leadership. These churches have
no connection at all with foreign missionaries; however, they might partner with them
and other churches in ministry.
Mainline Churches
Mainline churches are organizations originating from foreign missionaries and
largely depend on them for their existence and development. Currently their leadership is
mostly indigenous with few foreigners and is still tied to colonial structures and styles.
The missionaries worked together with the natives to establish these churches. The
churches consider themselves to be orthodox and have been in existence for many years.
Context
The envisioned project took place in Tanzania, a country slightly twice the size of
California, with twenty-six regions and a population of over forty million. Approximately
30 percent of the Tanzanian population is Muslim, 40 percent Christian, 20 percent
indigenous beliefs. Major denominations include Roman Catholic, Lutheran, Anglican,
and Pentecostal. Politically, Tanzania is among the most peaceful countries in Africa with
much freedom in worship of God (Bureau of Democracy, “Tanzania: Report 2007”).
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Current statistics on religion in Tanzania are unavailable because religious
surveys were eliminated from government census reports after 1967. Religious leaders
and sociologists estimate that the Christian and Muslim communities are approximately
equal in size, each accounting for 30 to 40 percent of the population, with the remainder
consisting of practitioners of other faiths, indigenous religions, and people of no religion
(Bureau of Democracy, “Tanzania: Report 2007”).
Approximately 97 percent of the population on the Zanzibar Island is Muslim. On
the mainland, Muslim communities are concentrated in coastal areas, with some large
Muslim minorities also in inland urban areas. Between 80 and 90 percent of the country’s
Muslim population is Sunni; the remainder consists of several Shi’a subgroups, mostly of
Asian descent. The Christian population is composed of Roman Catholics, Lutherans,
Anglicans, Methodists, Baptists, Pentecostals, New Apostolic Christians, Seventh-Day
Adventists, members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Mormons), and
members of Jehovah’s Witnesses. The Baha’i Faith is established in several hundred
localities throughout the country (Bureau of Democracy, “Tanzania: Report 2007”).
Foreign missionaries operate in the country in partnership with different churches.
The constitution provides for freedom of religion, and the government generally respects
the practice of this right. Tension has increased between secular and fundamentalist
Muslims as the latter have called for Muslims to adopt a stricter interpretation of Islam in
their daily lives.
The 2009 report of the United States Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and
Labor suggests that 62 percent of the population of Tanzania is Christian, 35 percent is
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Muslim, and 3 percent are members of other religious groups (Bureau of Democracy,
“Tanzania: Report 2009”).
This project sought to identify the best ministry practices for improving the
impact of mainline churches on the community. The research was conducted by
surveying church leaders and laity from both independent ministries and mainline
churches in Tanzania. I selected only a few of the twenty-six regions of Tanzania that
have a significant number of independent ministries as well as mainline churches from
which I collected data. These included the Arusha region, representing the Northern part
of Tanzania; the Mwanza region, representing the Western part of Tanzania; the Mbeya
region, representing the Southern part of Tanzania; the Dar-es-Salaam region,
representing the Eastern part of Tanzania; and Dodoma, representing the central part of
Tanzania. I collected data by administering questionnaires and interviewing church
leaders and congregants of different denominations and independent ministries. To date,
the mainline church population in Tanzania is still greater than that of the independent
churches. Most of the mainline churches have been in existence in Tanzania for centuries
since the foreign missionaries brought the gospel to Africa. The Roman Catholic Church
arrived in Tanzania as early as the fifteenth century, while the Lutherans and the
Anglicans both came in the nineteenth century. In the early days of the mainline
churches’ arrival, they had passion and vigor for the holistic gospel as can be seen from
past developments. However, their current spiritual impact in the Tanzanian community
remains in question.
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Methodology
This study was concerned with identifying the best ministry practices for
improving the impact of mainline churches on the community by surveying church
leaders and laity from both independent ministries and mainline churches in Tanzania. I
used the mixed methods design to collect data including both quantitative and qualitative
instrumentation. I employed interviews and questionnaires as the gathering instruments.
I questioned church leaders of different denominations on the impact of
independent ministries on the Tanzanian community. Their participation helped obtain
reliable data for this project. The response and cooperation from the leaders was good
due to the sensitivity of the issue and the fact that it touches every church leader and
Christian in Tanzania.
I also interviewed lay Christians from different church groups. Church members’
views were required to make this project successful.
Participants
In this study, participants who responded to the questionnaires were church
leaders and church laity from both mainline churches and independent ministries.
Twenty-five leaders from mainline congregations and twenty-five leaders from
independent ministries were selected for interview. At least five leaders were selected
from each representative region. Thirty laity came from mainline churches and twentyfive from the independent ministries for questionnaires. Participants selected included
men, women, and youth of different gender, age groups, and status.
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Instrumentation
I applied three instruments for this survey: questionnaires, interviews, and
demographic instrumentation. Questionnaires with different types of questions assisted in
retrieving valuable data. In order to identify the best ministry practices, I developed
questionnaires to gather data on what churches are doing related to holistic ministry.
Interviews conducted with leaders and laity produced helpful information. I administered
open-ended questions. Demographic instrumentation helped attain a variety of population
in regard to church affiliation, region of residence, age, gender, position, and status.
Data Collection
I distributed questionnaires to the selected leaders and laity and collected them
respectively. The questionnaires did not take a significant amount of time to finish. Most
of them were completed within several hours except for the few that could not be
returned early due to reasons beyond the participants’ control. Some were students with
busy school schedules and others were employees committed to a lot of work
responsibilities. Despite all such obstacles, I requested that the questionnaires be returned
as early as possible, at least not more than one week. The questionnaires did not include
cover letters since the culture in Tanzania, especially in the church setting, does not
necessarily demand the formal letter as a pre-condition to access people. Normally people
in Africa feel good and respond well when requested to help in a certain task like this one
of completing the questionnaires. They enjoy a motivational tool like coffee or soda, but
a gift is not compulsory. Due to a large number of participants I could not afford such a
budget; fortunately the participants did the assignments voluntarily.
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Data Analysis
I analyzed the questionnaires consisting of quantitative data using descriptive
statistics. I coded the data from two populations of churches, mainline and independent.
All data were put into Microsoft Word documents to further identify, retrieve, and collate
concepts and themes used during the data collection. I coded responses from the
participants by assigning numerical values. The response categories were strongly agree,
moderately agree, neither agree nor disagree, moderately disagree, and strongly
disagree. The responses were coded as strongly agree = 5, moderately agree = 4, neither
agree nor disagree = 3, moderately disagree = 2, and strongly disagree = 1. The data was
entered on an Excel spreadsheet for analysis. The range of responses was depicted
visually with table charts that displayed the number and percentage of respondents who
expressed agreement, disagreement, etc., with each position covered in my survey. The
data from the Likert scale was summarized using descriptive statistics with the mode, or
the most frequent responses. I further simplified the research data by combining the five
response categories into two nominal categories agree/disagree to offer other analysis
possibilities. I identified best ministry practices by looking at the greater number of
scores the participants gave to the related questions or items.
I read thoroughly the qualitative data collected from the interviews on what the
leaders and laity in order to obtain a general sense of the material. The data was coded for
description and themes.
Generalizability
Findings from this project will benefit the mainline churches in Tanzania in order
to improve their capability to serve their people and the community around them. The
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characteristics learned from the independent ministries, which are lacking in the mainline
churches, taken positively, will challenge them toward successful service in the kingdom
of God.
Theological Foundation
The theological foundation of this project was based on the doctrine of
Incarnation as recorded in the Gospel of John as well as in the Epistle to the Philippians.
The Gospel of John describes incarnation in the following way:
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the
Word was God. He was with God in the beginning. Through him all things
were made. He was in the world.… The Word became flesh and lived for
a while among us. We have seen his glory, the glory of the one and only
Son, who came from the Father, full of grace and truth. (John 1:1-14)
Jesus became fully human in order to reveal God to humankind. He lived with people and
interacted with them in every way possible to fulfill the will of God for his mission. A
similar idea of Jesus’ incarnation is revealed in the Epistle to the Philippians:
Your attitude should be the same as that of Christ Jesus: Who, being in
very nature God, did not consider equality with God something to be
grasped, but he made himself nothing, taking the very nature of a servant,
being made in human likeness. And being found in the appearance as a
man, he humbled himself and became obedient to death even death on a
cross! Therefore God exalted him to the highest place and gave him the
name that is above every name … to the Glory of God the Father. (Phil.
2:5-11)
The two passages from different sources speak about Jesus’ identification with human
beings and becoming a servant to serve others rather than be served. Through the
Incarnation Jesus revealed and explained the Father to the world. Jesus was no
Melchizedek figure, someone cut off from any cultural past (Heb. 7:3). Rather, he
embraced the human context in all of its scandalous particularity—as a male Palestinian
Jew, “born of a woman, and born under law” (Gal. 4:4)—in a specific time and place.
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Dean Flemming describes him: “He was thoroughly immersed in his Jewish culture; he
participated in its celebrations and traditions; he spoke Aramaic with a Galilean accent;
he had distinctive physical features and personality traits” (20). Charles H. Kraft reflects,
“God in Jesus became so much a part of a specific human context that many never even
recognized that he had come from somewhere else” (175). Jesus became one with the
weak and the marginalized of his society. As a humble village artisan from Galilee, he
lived outside the mainstream of religious, administrative, and economic power. Paul
describes Jesus’ radical identification with humanity as self-emptying, self-humbling, and
self-enslavement on behalf of those he came to serve (Phil. 2:6-8). In C. René Padilla’s
words, “God has contextualized himself in Jesus Christ” (83). He revealed and identified
himself to mankind through Jesus who took the human form,
The success of Jesus’ ministry and movement came as a result of his incarnated
ministry, he identified with mankind in every way possible. In order to fulfill God’s
purpose and plan in his mission, he lived with people, ate with them, walked with them,
talked with them, shared with them, prayed for them, provided for their needs,
intermingled with them in every appropriate way in order to serve and win them. He did
not isolate and stay away from people; he was available to meet their needs. He was a
servant who came to serve and not to be served. He modeled an attitude that the apostle
Paul also practiced in order to make his ordained ministry successful:
Though I am free and belong to no man, I make myself a slave to
everyone, to win as many as possible. To the Jews I became like a Jew, to
win the Jews. To those under the law I became like one under the law
(though I myself am not under the law), so as to win those under the law.
To those not having the law I became like one not having the law (though
I am not free from God’s law but am under Christ’s law), so as to win
those not having the law. To the weak I became weak, to win the weak. I
have become all things to all men so that by all possible means I might
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save some. I do all this for the sake of the gospel that I may share in its
blessings. (1 Cor. 9:19-23)
Paul eminently followed his master in this practice of incarnation and identification with
the people he served (Fernando 20-21). This devotion is reflected above as he mentions
several legitimate rights he left in order to be more effective in ministry. He also
describes his ministry as incarnational like that of Jesus when he said ‘follow my
example, as I follow the example of Christ’ (1 Cor. 11:1). In his ministry to the people he
touched all areas of human needs, physical and spiritual, as Jesus did. His ministry was
holistic as well. He loved people (Acts 20:36-38), had compassion for them as seen in his
involvement in encouraging generosity to the churches (1 Cor. 16:1-4; 2 Cor. 8:1-24),
and he cared for them: “Besides everything else, I face daily the pressure of my concern
for all the churches. Who is weak, and I do not feel weak? Who is led into sin and I do
not inwardly burn?” (2 Cor. 11:28-29). He also stayed in their homes (Acts 18:1-4).
Paul’s life and ministry demonstrated the qualities of Jesus’ life and ministry in his
humility, kindness, good deeds, gentleness, patience, and mercy.
Luke describes Paul of Tarsus as a missionary of extraordinary flexibility and
cultural sensitivity. He regularly associated with Gentiles, shared meals with them, even
stayed in Gentile homes, all without deference to boundary-making Jewish food laws
(Acts 11:26; 16:15, 34, 40; 17:4-7). For the sake of his missionary work among Jews,
Paul had his coworker Timothy circumcised (Acts 16:3), and later he consents to undergo
the Jewish rite of purification in the temple at Jerusalem (Acts 25:23-24, 26; cf. 18:18).
Paul’s messages were contextualized in order to fit various settings and diverse groups of
unbelievers (Acts 13:16-41, 46-47; 14:15-17; 17:22-31).
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Examples of successful ministries from Jesus, the apostle Paul, and the early
church reveal the following features common in an incarnational ministry. Incarnational
ministry involves identifying with people, is holistic, touching all areas of human life,
physical and spiritual, and involves contextualizing the gospel message to fit the cultural
setting. Jesus mediated the good news in ways that were appropriate to particular people
and occasions. He used parables, stories, and proverbs common to his people. His
preaching and written word reflects that the apostle Paul adapted his message to cultural
settings without compromising it.
Flemming writes, “Paul’s messages were identificational (understandable to the
audience) and transformational (resisting compromising the gospel’s integrity in a
pluralistic world)” (86). This challenge is one that every preacher or communicator of the
Word must face. Whether in a familiar setting or within cultures or contents significantly
different from our own, the church must learn to enunciate the good news with that same
passion for both local relevance and courageous fidelity to the transforming words of
salvation. To articulate and embody the gospel in multilayered and fast-changing
intercultural settings requires flexibility, creativity, humility, and a willingness, like Paul,
to become as a Jew to the Jews and as a Greek to the Greeks. Increasingly, the church
needs modern-day Pauls—servant leaders who can become living bridges between
different cultures, socioeconomic groups, and generations (Flemming 150).
In Acts 2:41, 4:1-4, and 4:29-40, a Jewish Christian movement appeared in the
early church immediately after Jesus’ ascension while the apostles carried the mission the
Lord had commanded them. This movement, under the leadership of the twelve apostles,
was very effective and had a great impact on the Jewish community (Barker and
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Kohlenberger 398-99; Clarke 962-63). In chapter twelve of this book, the members of
this movement bore the name Christians, because they carried the marks of Christ. Their
ministry was incarnational in the same manner as their master, identifying with people
and contextualizing their message. As a result the newly formed movement spread
quickly, grew fast, and was very successful.
This movement was questionable in the eyes of Jewish people and was regarded
rebellious because it appeared to be breaking away from the popular mainline religion,
Judaism, with its long existing traditions. Christians had a different emphasis on their
teachings, approaches, and styles of ministry.
At the time of the destruction of the second Temple, Judaism was divided into
antagonistic factions. The main camps were the Pharisees, Sadducees, and Zealots but
also included other less influential sects that led to further unrest. The first century BC
and AD first century saw a number of charismatic religious leaders, contributing to what
would become the Mishnah of Rabbinic Judaism, including Johanan ben
Zakkai and Hanina Ben Dosa. According to most scholars, the followers of Jesus
composed principally apocalyptic Jewish sects during the late Second Temple period of
the first century. Some early Christian groups were strictly Jewish, such as
the Ebionites and the early Church leaders in Jerusalem, collectively called Jewish
Christians. During this period, they were led by James the Just. Paul of Tarsus,
commonly known as Saint Paul, persecuted the early Jewish Christians, such as Saint
Stephen, then converted and adopted the title of Apostle to the Gentiles and started
proselytizing among this group. He persuaded the leaders of the Jerusalem church to
allow Gentile converts exemption from most Jewish commandments at the Council of
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Jerusalem, which may parallel Noahide Law in Rabbinic Judaism. Most historians agree
that Jesus or his followers established a new Jewish sect, one that attracted both Jewish
and Gentile converts. Historians continue to debate the precise moment when Christianity
established itself as a new religion, apart and distinct from Judaism. Some scholars view
Christians as much as Pharisees as being competing movements within Judaism that
decisively broke only after the Bar-Kochba revolt, when the successors of the Pharisees
claimed hegemony over all Judaism, and at least from the Jewish perspective—
Christianity emerged as a new religion. Some Christians were still part of the Jewish
community up until the time of the Bar Kochba revolt in the 130s. According to history,
the separation of Christianity from Judaism was a process, not an event. The essential
part of this process was that the church was becoming more and more Gentile, and less
and less Jewish, but the separation manifested itself in different ways in each local
community where Jews and Christians dwelt together. In some places, the Jews expelled
the Christians; in other, the Christians left of their own accord (Wright 147-66).
Not all groups or movements that arose during the early Church and in church
history were God ordained. In Acts chapter five, a great teacher of the law, Gamaliel,
mentions two non-Christian examples, Theudas and Judas, who had many followers but
did not survive long (Pfeiffer and Harrison 1134; Tenney 1010; Douglas 1195). Gamaliel
cautions that groups or movements that arise, whether Christian or not, are not
necessarily God ordained.
When Acts is examined from a hermeneutical point of view, a careful reflection
must be given to how narrative texts or even speech materials may be used by the church
today. Ben Witherington, III writes that the hermeneutics of Acts is a complex matter. He
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says that Luke does not encourage simply playing first-century Bible Land and assuming
that all the early church did and said should be replicated today. The text must be sifted
and narratives must be weighed before they are used or applied. Readers should look for
positive, repeated patterns of beliefs, behavior, and experiences that are endorsed and
replicated in the lives of several of the persons who seem to be seen as examples in Acts.
In this way the reader will find a surer guide for preaching and teaching the book of Acts.
Looking at the summary passages in Acts 2:43-47 and 4:32-37, things such as miracles,
prayer, praising God, eating together, and sharing possessions are mentioned more than
once as characterizing the life of the early Church (also Acts 5:12-16). By contrast only
one example is mentioned in which a leader in the early Church is said to be chosen by
casting lots (1:24-25). This event occurred before the Holy Spirit had come upon the
followers of Jesus. Luke apparently sees the repeated examples cited in these summary
passages as normal for the early church and perhaps normative for the church in later
times as well. To argue that the casting of lots is mandated as a normal or normative
Christian practice would be difficult since the custom is mentioned only once, and, more
to the point, later examples of the appointing of leaders or missionaries follow other
procedures (Acts 6:3-6; 13:2-3; Witherington 97-102).
Overview
Chapter 2 gives the literature review associated with this project. Chapter 3 gives
the details of the methodologies used in measuring the ideas underlying the ministry
intervention as given in Chapter 2. Chapter 4 details the findings of this project based
upon survey and interviews. Chapter 5 gives a summary of this study and the possibilities
of further study related to this project.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
The Rapid Rise of Independent Churches
The face of Christianity in Africa at the end of the twentieth century and the
beginning of the twenty-first century has changed significantly as a result of the newly
founded independent churches. Previously, Christianity in Africa carried in greater
percentage the cultural elements of the missionaries from the Western part of the world,
Europe and North America, because they were the ones who pioneered the churches in
Africa. Missionaries brought the gospel to the African continent accompanied by their
Western culture. The rapid rise and growth of the independent churches in most parts of
Africa, especially Tanzania, creates an interest to their success. Independent churches are
gaining popularity and their impact is becoming greater as the years pass by while the
mainline churches’ impact and popularity is declining. The growth suggests that
independent churches have some peculiar features or practices that appeal to the
community that mainline churches are missing. People feel more at home when they
attach themselves to the independent churches rather than the mainline churches.
The purpose of this project was to identify the best ministry practices for
improving the impact of mainline churches on the community by surveying church
leaders and laity from both independent ministries and mainline churches in Tanzania.
Lessons from the Early Church
Throughout church history, thousands of Christian groups or movements appeared
in various places because of different reasons and motivations. Some of these include the
Pentecostal movements (Hollenweger), the Wesleyan movement (Bennet), Calvinism
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(Calvin), and Martin Luther’s Protestant movements (Luther and others). Today,
especially in Tanzania, many Christian groups and movements known as independent
churches rise and grow in large numbers. Many people join the ministries leaving behind
the mainline churches. Church history reveals that the wave of independent ministries
started long ago and has revealed itself in different forms in different times.
The book of Acts chronicles the story of the triumphant spread of the good news
from the Jews to the rest of the Roman world. Important to the narrative is that the story
began with the Jews, whom God prepared through the Scriptures. Although the gospel
reaches some interesting places and people later in the book, the mass response to the
message in 2:41 and in 4:4, when numbers grew to about five thousand, is not seen again.
The reaction, however, was not uniformly positive. Some of the people in
positions of authority in the temple were provoked, not by the fact that these were former
disciples of Jesus, but because the apostles were teaching the people and proclaiming
Jesus resurrected from the dead. The fact that these Galileans were teaching at all might
have been tolerated, but the Sadducean temple authorities would have been unhappy
about anyone proclaiming resurrection, which they did not believe the Scriptures taught
(cf. Luke 20:27).
After having spent the night in prison (Acts 4:4-12), Peter and John were brought
before the national Jewish leaders. The question that they faced, “By what power or what
name did you do this?” could well be paraphrased, “On whose authority did you do this?”
and amounts essentially to “Who do you think you are?” The authorities’ reaction in
verse 13 indicates that the question was not one to which they expected a substantial
answer; in terms of the temple and Jewish religion, no higher earthly authority than the
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high priest was present. The question asked probably referred to the teaching and
proclaiming that formed the problem in 4:2. The vagueness of the wording, however,
allowed Peter to revert to the act of kindness, the healing. The whole episode, after all,
came about only because Peter explained the healing to the enthusiastic crowd.
Verses 10-11 once again show the reversal theme found in Acts 2:23-24 and Acts
3:15. As in those passages, the emphasis is not upon the wickedness of people’s actions,
but rather on the fact that the negative decision was overruled and reversed by the
ultimate authority, God. The answer to the question comes in 4:12 where Peter claims a
higher authority than that of the high priest: “[T]here is no other name under heaven
given to men by whom we must be saved.” The courage of Peter and John in such
circumstances is astonishing (vv. 13-17) because when some of these same men accused
Jesus a few weeks earlier, Peter timidly cowered outside. Far from facing up to the high
priest then, he had given frightened alibis to servants (Luke 22:54-62).
In the Sanhedrin’s conference together, the question of the truth of the apostles’
claims was not discussed, only how they might stop this movement from spreading. After
Peter and John had been ordered “not to speak or teach at all in the name of Jesus” (Acts
4:18-22), they bravely replied, “Judge for yourselves whether it is right in God’s sight to
obey you rather than God.” To claim to know God’s will better than the high priest and
ruling council was no small assertion. The point of this verse and throughout the story is
the inevitability that “we cannot help speaking about what we have seen and heard.” The
fact that “the man who was miraculously healed was over forty years old” emphasizes the
radical nature of the cure (since he had been crippled from birth, Acts 3:2) and also
clarifies how well and widely known he must have been.
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When Peter and John returned to their people and reported what had occurred, the
first reaction of the church was to [raise] their voices together in prayer to God—not
primarily a prayer of triumph, celebrating the release of the disciples, but a prayer for
courage and strength against expected, prophetically foretold, opposition. The quotation
is once again from Psalms (2:1-2). When the believers prayed about the Jewish king
Herod meeting with the Roman ruler Pilate, and the Gentiles conspiring with Israel (27),
they felt that everyone was against them as everyone had been against Jesus. Oddly,
however, they did not pray for the defeat of the evil forces, or for their own safety, but for
boldness and for the hand of God to heal and perform signs and wonders. Their answer
came with the awesome shaking of their meeting place and the granting of their request
to speak boldly (Wenham, Motyer, Carson, and France 1074-75).
Many things can be learned from the actions of the apostles recorded in Acts
chapter 4. In fact the events mentioned above came as a result of the Pentecost
experienced in chapter 2. The Holy Spirit’s coming, which was promised by Jesus,
changed the atmosphere in Judaism of Jesus’ Day. Jesus said in Acts 1:8, “But you will
receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you will be my witnesses in
Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.”
The Holy Spirit’s power on Jesus’ disciples transformed them in many ways and
the impact is seen from that day onwards throughout the book of Acts. The apostles’
preaching became effective and thousands responded. Wonders and signs accompanied
their ministries.
This evidence implies that ministries become effective when ministers are filled
with the power of the Holy Spirit. Jesus commanded his disciples not to leave Jerusalem
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until they were clothed with power from on high (Luke 24:45-49). He knew that without
the Holy Spirit’s empowerment ministries cannot bring the required results. He, as the
Son of God, and truly God, was filled with the Holy Spirit; the requirement for human
beings should be no less.
The purpose of my dissertation was to identify the best ministry practices for
improving the impact of mainline churches on the community by surveying church
leaders and laity from both independent ministries and mainline churches in Tanzania.
The Tanzanian community is experiencing a great wave of independent ministries rising
in great numbers and growing quickly as many people are drawn to them. These groups
have grown out of the long existing, traditional mainline churches. The mainline churches
are declining in attendance—a phenomenon that rouses the need for reevaluation of their
ministry methods. They are missing certain things that are needed by the community.
Rather than viewing the independent ministries negatively, the mainline churches need
humbly to learn from other organizations what should be done on their part in order to
improve their community effectiveness.
In Acts chapter four, as well as in other parts of the book, readers see the effects
of a new movement, the Holy Spirit-filled church that was led by Jesus’ disciples in the
Jewish community. The church started as a small group but grew fast and its impact was
well felt by the Jewish community and authorities to the extent that the fellowship posed
a threat to their religious ways. This movement was born out of the major Jewish
religion, Judaism. Because the Pentecost church was empowered by the presence of the
Holy Spirit, the ministry was well accepted by those who heard and saw what was
happening. Signs and wonders were occurring; people received the ministry of the Word
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of God and were satisfied; the fellowship of believers and their love and charity towards
other people attracted the attention of crowds. People saw God who was being preached
as alive and as one who can meet their daily needs and cries. The work that was being
done by the newly formed movement attracted multitudes of people in Jerusalem and
beyond.
Jewish leaders became envious and angry about what God was doing among the
people in the Jewish community through the new movement (Acts 5:12-41). They plotted
to stop the effort because the crusade was gaining popularity. They were defending their
religion and traditions rather than looking at what ministry people really wanted to
receive. They were not willing to learn from the new movement, evaluate their ways, and
check what was missing in their religion that wielded it powerless, instead they
persecuted the apostles to stop their progress. They did not succeed however, because
they were fighting with God himself.
According to Jesse Lyman Hurlbut, several features contributed to the rapid
growth and spread of this early movement. First was the testimony of its members. The
world was won through this weapon of the church. As history reports of several
discourses by Peter, and none during this period by other disciples, people might suppose
that Peter was the only preacher. A close reading shows that all the apostles and all the
church gave their testimony to the gospel. When the church had one hundred and twenty
members, and the spirit descended upon them, all became preachers of the Word. As the
numbers were multiplied, the witnesses multiplied, for every member spoke as a
messenger of Christ with no distinction between clergy and laity. Toward the close of this
period, Stephen rises to such eminence as a preacher, that even the apostles are less
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prominent. This universal testimony was a potent influence in the rapid increase of the
movement, the Pentecostal church (19-20).
The involvement of the whole body of believers toward giving the testimony of
Jesus’ resurrection advanced the gospel quickly and great multitudes came to faith. The
second factor was the manifestation of the power of the Holy Spirit as was promised by
Jesus. In the beginning of this mighty effort, a handful of plain people, without arms or
social prestige, and with all the powers of the national church and state arrayed against
them, tried to transform a nation. Supernatural help was needed; and it came in the form
of mighty works. The apostolic miracles have been named “bells to call the people to
worship.” We read of a work of healing wrought at the Beautiful Gate of the Temple,
immediately followed by a multitude of people listening to Peter and submitting to
Christ. The record of a miracle of judgment, the sudden deaths of Ananias and Sapphira
at Peter’s rebuke, was a warning against selfishness and falsehood. The cure of many
diseased people was again an efflorescence of divine power. This power was not limited
to Peter or the apostles; Stephen is also credited with mention of wonders and signs.
These mighty works attracted attention, awakened inquiry, and opened the hearts of
multitudes to faith in Christ (20).
According to Hurlbut, a third important factor is behind the great success of the
new movement that was emerging and growing fast. The love of Christ glowing in the
hearts of these people called forth also a love for their fellow disciples, a unity of spirit, a
joy in fellowship, and especially a self-denying interest in the needy members of the
church. In almost every aspect the church of the first days was faultless. The movement
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was strong in faith and testimony, pure in character, and abundant in love (20). Churches
today need such qualities if communities are to be impacted to the maximum.
In most of the mainline church systems, these qualities greatly lack. Dr. Stephen
Seamands gives his comments on this project in regards to mainline churches:
Generally when movements emerge, they are filled with passionate
people, are fluid and not burdened down with lots of structures, and are
indigenous and hence relate well to people. They appeal to people because
of this as opposed to the older institutional churches, the mainline
churches that have often lost passion, become institutionally fixed, and
lost contact with the culture they are a part of.
These remarks exactly represent the real situation of the Tanzanian church as has been
felt in other parts of the world.
Ecclesiastical Movements in Church History
I would like to begin this section by mentioning again a popular, scientific, and
philosophical saying: “In every move there is a cause.” Study of former and current
church movements show that they have reasons for their existence. The following few
examples show how certain movements started and the impacts they had on their
communities.
The Monastic Movement
Hurlbut reports that Monasticism was a movement in the Middle Ages that grew
to immense proportions. In the early church were neither monks nor nuns. Christians
lived in families, and though they avoided idolatrous associations, they were still
members of society in general. After Christianity became dominant; worldliness crept
into the church and became prevalent. Many who sought a higher life were dissatisfied
with their surroundings, and retired from the world. Either alone or in groups, they dwelt
in seclusion, seeking to cultivate the spiritual life by meditation, prayer, and ascetic
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habits. This monastic spirit began in Egypt, where the lifestyle was fostered by the warm
climate and the few necessities for living (68-69).
Earle E. Cairns writes that throughout history men have renounced society in
times of worldliness and institutionalism and have retired into solitude to achieve
personal holiness by contemplation and asceticism apart from the society they believe to
be decadent and doomed. During the period of the gradual internal decay of the Roman
Empire, monasticism made a powerful appeal to many people who renounced society for
the cloister. The increasing number of barbarians crowding into the church brought many
semi-pagan practices within the church, and souls faithful to God’s truth revolted against
them. The increasing moral deterioration, especially in the upper classes in Roman
society, caused many to despair of social reform. Monasticism became a haven for those
in revolt against the growing decadence of the times and was a living criticism of the
society of the day (144-45). Kenneth Scott Latourette explains the cause of the rise of
Monasticism as “the relaxed discipline of the Church and the widening gap between the
ideal and the performance of the average Christian” (221-23). People expect a church to
be a place where godly character is nurtured and every believer treated fairly.
According to Hurlbut the monastic movement in Europe spread more slowly than
in Asia and Africa. The individual, solitary life of the ascetic soon gave place in Europe
to the establishment of monasteries, where work was united with prayer. Other benefits
of monasticism included centers of peace and quiet in the monasteries where many in
trouble found refuge. The monasteries gave hospitality to travelers, the sick, and the poor.
Both the modern hotel and the modern hospital grew out of the hospice or monastery.
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Often the monastery or the convent was a refuge and protection to the helpless, especially
to women and children (107).
In the diffusion of the gospel the monks were the early missionaries. They met the
incoming barbarians and converted them to Christianity. Of these St. Augustine (not the
great theologian) who came from Rome to England (AD 597) and St. Patrick, who began
the evangelization of Ireland about AD 431, were examples among many monastic
missionaries.
Martin Luther Movement
Paul J. Goodhall reports that more books have been written about Martin Luther
(the great German reformer) than about any other figure in history, except Christ. As a
theologian, Martin Luther’s movement came as a result of his deep Scripture study and
understanding that something wrong was going on in the theology of salvation. After a
long spiritual struggle on this matter, he finally realized that justification is through faith
alone in Jesus Christ and not through works as was emphasized by the church. His
discovery ignited a reformation which shook the church but for the betterment.
While the wave of reform and of independence was awakening through all Europe, the
flame burst forth first in Germany, under the leadership of Martin Luther, a monk and
professor in the University of Wittenberg 56-58).
The reigning pope, Leo X, needing large sums of money for the completion of St.
Peter’s Church in Rome, permitted an agent named John Tetzel to go through Germany
selling certificates signed by the pope himself, purporting to bestow the pardon of all
sins. The pardon extended not only to the holders of the certificates but also to friends,
living or dead, on whose behalf they were purchased, without confession, repentance,
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penance, or absolution by a priest. Luther preached against Tetzel and his selling of
pardons, denouncing his teaching in no measured terms (Latourette 708; Hurlbut 118-19).
The exact date fixed by historians as the beginning of the Great Reformation, is
31 October 1517. On the morning of that day, Martin Luther nailed to the oak door of
Wittenberg Cathedral a parchment containing ninety-five theses or statements, nearly all
relating to the sale of indulgences, but in their application striking at the authority of the
pope and the priesthood. The rulers of the church vainly endeavored to coerce and cajole
Luther, but he stood firm, and the storm only made him resolute in his opposition to
doctrines and practices not countenanced by Holy Scripture (Cairns 282-83; Hurlbut
119).
After many controversies and the publication of pamphlets that made Luther’s
opinions known throughout Germany, his teachings were formally condemned, and he
was excommunicated by a bull (the pope’s decree) of Pope Leo X in June 1520. Luther
met the excommunication with defiance, called it the execrable bull of Antichrist. In
1521, Luther was summoned before the Diet or Supreme Council of the German rulers,
meeting at Worms on the Rhine. The new emperor, Charles V, gave him the promise of a
safe conduct, and Luther went to the assembly, though warned by his friends that he
might meet the fate of John Huss in similar circumstances at the Council of Constance. In
17April 1521, Luther stood before the Diet, over which the emperor was presiding, and in
answer to the question whether he would retract the statements in his books, replied, after
consideration, that he could retract nothing except what was disproved by Scripture or
reason, ending with the words: “Here I stand; I can do naught else. God help me. Amen.”
The Emperor Charles was urged to seize Luther on the grounds that no faith was to be
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kept with heretics, but he permitted him to leave Worms in peace (Cairns 284-85;
Hurlbut 120).
While Luther was travelling homeward, he was suddenly arrested by soldiers of
the Elector Frederick, and taken, for his safety, to the castle of the Wartburg in Thuringia.
He remained there nearly a year, in disguise, while storms of war and revolt were raging
in the empire. He was not idle however, for during this retirement he made his translation
of the New Testament into the German tongue, a work that alone would have made him
immortal, for his version is regarded as the foundation of the German written language.
The Old Testament was not completed until several years later. Coming from Wartburg
back to Wittenberg, he resumed his leadership in the movement for a Reformed Church,
just in time to save it from extravagant excesses (Laourette 718-19; Hurlbut 120).
John Wycliffe Movement
John Wycliffe began a movement in England for freedom from Roman power and
for reformation in the Church of England. He was born about 1329, and was educated at
the University of Oxford, where he became a doctor of theology, and the leading spirit in
its councils. His movement was against the church teachings on the Holy Communion
and the excessive power that was bestowed on church leaders. Though some of his
doctrines were condemned by the University, he was allowed to retire to his parish at
Lutterworth and remain undisturbed as a priest. His greatest work was his translation of
the New Testament into English, finished in 1380; the Old Testament translation, in
which he was aided by friends, appeared in 1384, the year of Wycliffe’s death. His
followers were called Lollards, at one time numerous, but under Kings Henry IV and
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Henry V were persecuted and finally extinguished. Wycliffe’s preaching and his
translation prepared the way for the Reformation (Baker 167-68; Hurlbut 111).
Luther, and all the reformers, believed that God had spoken to humanity, and
acted on behalf of humanity, throughout history. The account of how God dealt with
people was given in Scripture. They believed that God continued to speak through the
words spoken to prophets and apostles. In this personal revelation, God himself spoke in
love to created humanity and as people heard and answered in faith, they were renewed.
The Reformers treated the Word of God highly. The Bible was the living Word speaking
to them in their own situation. Beliefs and church practice could not be justified if they
were other than, outside of, or apart from the Word of God. These truths could be
expressed in non-biblical words, or non-biblical form, as they were in later creeds and
statements of belief. What is communicated must be biblical truth. Tim Dowley states,
“[T]he Roman church, too, accepted the authority of Scripture, but in practice claimed
that both the Bible and tradition were sources and rules of faith. Roman Catholics
appealed to Scripture to support views and positions arrived at on other grounds” (37172). Church traditions seem to be one among several reasons that caused reforms in
church history.
According to Dowley, not many knew what the Bible really said or meant. Faith
was regarded largely as a matter of agreeing to statements about God, the soul, grace, and
other subjects. Medieval theologians tended to put the church (through the opinions of the
early Fathers confirmed by popes and councils) between the believer and his Bible. Many
of the Reformers were linguists and scholars. Protestants produced biblical criticism,
believing the Bible spoke to intellectuals of their age as well as common people of every
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period. The reformers reasserted the ancient creeds as well as formulated their own
statements. They rejected only those doctrines and ceremonies for which no clear basis in
Scripture was found (372).
In summary, Cairns reports that Reformation movements were caused by the
following reasons. First, the political factor may be considered one of the important
indirect causes for the coming of the Reformation. The new centralized nation-states of
northwestern Europe were opposed to the concept of a universal church that claimed
jurisdiction over the nation-state and its powerful ruler. The ideal of such a universal
church clashed with the rising national consciousness of the middle class in these new
states. Second, the recent attention given to economics as a motivating factor in human
affairs cannot be dismissed casually by Christian historians even though they do not
accept the materialistic interpretation of Marx or the economic determinists. The land
possessed by the Roman church in Western Europe was regarded with greedy eyes by the
national rulers, nobles, and middle class of the new nation-states. The rulers resented the
loss of the money that went to the papal treasury in Rome. Moreover, the clergy were
exempt from the taxes of the national states. The papal attempt to get more money out of
Germany in the sixteenth century was bitterly resented by the rising middle class of such
states as Saxony. Third, the intellectual factor in the Reformation was that men with
awakened minds and a secular outlook became critical of the religious life of their day as
represented in the Roman Catholic Church. Fourth, the moral factor of the Reformation
was closely allied to the intellectual. The humanistic scholars, who possessed the New
Testament in Greek, clearly saw the discrepancies between the church about which they
read in the New Testament and the Roman Catholic Church of their day. Corruption had
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spread through both the head and the members of the hierarchy of the Roman church.
Fifth, changes taking place in the social structures accelerated the disillusionment of
medieval people with the Roman church. The rise of towns and the prosperous middle
class within the towns created a new spirit of individualism. The new money economy
freed people from dependence on the soil as the main way to make a living. Middle class
burghers were not as tractable as their feudal forerunners had been, and even the artisans
and the agricultural workers were beginning to realize that all was not well with a social
order in which they were oppressed by those above them in societal ranks. Social
discontent and the demand for reform was a definite social factor in the coming of the
reformation. Sixth, behind the failure of the Roman church to meet the real needs of the
people was the theological or philosophical factor of the Reformation. The theological
cause of the reformation was the desire of the Reformers to go back to the classic source
of the Christian faith, the Bible. From its truth Luther emphasized that justification was
by faith and not by works. Seventh, extreme discontent over adverse conditions
contributed to the Reformation. When people face such situations, their dissatisfaction
will usually express itself through some great leader who communicates their ideas for
them. The refusal of the medieval Roman Catholic Church to accept reform, indeed, the
impossibility that the church would reform itself, opened the way for the coming of a
leader who would embody the desire for reform of abuses and who would be used to
bring about revolutionary changes. Such was the function of Martin Luther in whom the
spirit of the Reformation, with its insistence on the right of the individual to go directly to
God through the Christ revealed in the Scriptures, was embodied (272-77).
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African Independent Churches
The phrase above refers to Christian churches originally founded by Africans and
not by missionaries from other continents. Different related names are assigned to these
forms of Christianity: African Initiated Churches, African Independent Churches, African
Indigenous Churches and African Instituted Churches. The abbreviation AICs represents
them all. The differences in names depend on the aspect that a researcher wishes to
emphasize. Those who wish to point out that AICs exhibit African cultural forms,
describe them as indigenous, and so on.
G. Oosthuzen writes that some scholars argue that independent churches or
religious movements demonstrate syncretism or partial integration between aspects of
Christian belief and African traditional religion, but the degree to the truth varies, and has
often been exaggerated. Often these churches have resulted from a process of
acculturation between traditional African beliefs and Protestant Christianity, and have
split from their parent churches. The charge of syncretism suggests an impure and
superficial form of Christianity used to maintain older cultural practices and beliefs (26).
More recently, academic opinion has shifted towards recognizing that all forms of
Christianity entail some adaptation to ethnic or regional cultural systems. Bengt G. M.
Sundkler, one of the most prominent pioneers of research on African independent
churches in South Africa, initially argued that “AICs were bridges back to a pre-industrial
culture” (38-64). Later, he recognized instead that AICs helped their affiliates adapt to a
modernizing world that was hostile to their cultural beliefs (65-93; Venter 62-671).
J. S. Pobee and G. Ositelu, II identify the following ideas as important. The
initials AIC, as the designation of a great variety of genres of African expressions of
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Christian faith, are themselves understood in different ways: African Independent
Churches signals that they are independent in their origin and organization, though since
the historic churches founded by missionaries in Africa are at least juridically
independent from their mother churches, this description is somewhat confusing.
“African Instituted Churches” signals that they came into being by the initiative of
Africans (Makhubu; Wolanin 271; Mwaura 160-84).
A range of other names indicates the variety in the genre. Separatist churches
underscores that they have broken away from historic churches, e.g. the Church of the
Lord (Aladura) broke away from the Church Missionary Society in Nigeria (Turner 35).
Spiritual or Pentecostal emphasizes the Holy Spirit and experiencing Pentecost anew,
and offers a range of techniques for the emotional enhancement of religious experience
(e.g., Musama Disco Christo Church, which broke away from the Methodist Church of
Ghana). The Ethiopian movement emphasizes the importance of Africans controlling
their own affairs in both religious and secular spheres. Zionist churches (e.g., the
Christian Catholic Apostolic Holy Spirit Church in Zion, founded between 1917 and
1920 by Daniel Nkonyane) are primarily interested in the adaptation of Christian teaching
and liturgy to indigenous cosmology and ways of worship; they stress expressive and
emotional phenomena and cater to the strong fears of witchcraft among Africans.
Scholars have suggested other interpretative names for AICs of different types, such as
Witchcraft Eradication Movement, because of this preoccupation with exorcism by the
power of the Holy Spirit (A. Anderson, “Hermeneutical Process” 171-85; Mijoga, 35871). Messianic movements, built around a messianic leader, serve both as compensation
for thwarted social aspirations and as an agency of socialization. Prophetic movements
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are so called because they are built on a strong leader, a prophet. The leadership trend
indicated is possible in part because of the scarcity of leadership, which encourages
persons with initiative to claim authority. Some AICs are called apostolic churches, and
the Church of the Twelve Apostles of Ghana, for example, includes apostles in its
ecclesiastical polity (Baeta 1-184; Annorbah-Sarpei 23-27). Syncretistic movements
reflect a judgment that these churches mix Christian beliefs with traditional African
customs and ethos; the designation naturistic movements similarly highlight the mixture
of Christian belief and traditional African cosmology. These names are not mutually
exclusive; two or more may be applied to the same church.
In 1981 AICs constituted 15 percent of the total Christian population in subSaharan Africa. At present, assuming a growth estimated at more than 2 million per year,
their adherents probably number over 83 million, thus constituting a significant section of
African Christian demography (Barrett 87-90).
African Initiated Churches are found across Africa; they are particularly welldocumented in Southern Africa and West Africa. C. Pauw suggests that at least 36
percent of the population of Africa belongs to an African Initiated Church (8).
Classification and Taxonomy
Thousands of African Initiated Churches (more than ten thousand in South Africa
alone) have their own characteristics. Though possible to distinguish groups of
denominations with common features, overlap is also common, with some denominations
sharing the characteristics of two or more groups.
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Many AICs share traditions with Christians from other parts of the world that can
be used in classifying them. AICs share some beliefs or practices with Anglican,
Methodist, Roman Catholic, Pentecostal and Orthodox traditions (Hayes 137).
Ethiopian churches. Ethiopian churches generally retain the Christian doctrines
of their mother church in an unreformed state. Ethiopian African Initiated Churches,
which are recently formed Protestant congregations, mostly in southern Africa, arose
from the Ethiopian movement of the late nineteenth century. This movement taught that
African Christian churches should be under the control of black people. They should not
be confused with the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church or Coptic Orthodox Church
that have a much longer and an utterly distinct doctrinal history, though some
denominations that arose from the Ethiopian movement have united with these bodies
(Hayes 137-52).
Zionist churches. Zionist churches, such as the Zion Christian Church, trace their
origins to the Christian Catholic Apostolic Church in Zion, founded by John Alexander
Dowie, with its headquarters in Zion City, near Chicago, Illinois, in the United States and
are found mainly in Southern Africa. In the early 1900s, Zionist missionaries went to
South Africa from the USA and established congregations. They emphasized divine
healing, abstention from pork, and the wearing of white robes (A. Anderson, Zion and
Pentecost 1-328).
The Zionist missionaries were followed by Pentecostal ones, whose teaching
concentrated on spiritual gifts and baptism in the Holy Spirit, with speaking in tongues as
the initial evidence of this rite. Out of this movement arose the predominantly white
Apostolic Faith Mission, which emphasized the Pentecostal teaching, while the black
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Zionists retained much of the original Zionist tradition. The Zionists split into several
different denominations, although the reason for this break was more the rapid growth of
the movement than division. A split in the Zionist movement in the USA meant that few
missionaries came to Southern Africa after about 1908, and the movement in Southern
Africa and its growth was the result of black leadership and initiative.
As time passed some Zionist groups began to mix aspects of traditional African
beliefs like ancestor veneration with Christian doctrine. Many Zionists stress faithhealing and revelation, and in many congregations the leader is viewed as a prophet (A.
Anderson, Zion and Pentecost 96-110).
Messianic churches. Some AICs with strong leadership have been described by
researchers as Messianic, but some of the researchers who labeled them thus initially
have changed their minds. The churches that have been called Messianic focus on the
power and sanctity of their leaders; often the leaders are thought by their followers to
possess Christ-like characteristics.
Denominations that have been described by some as Messianic include the
Kimbanguist Church in the Democratic Republic of Congo, the Nazareth Baptist Church
of Isaiah Shembe in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa, and the Zion Christian Church with
headquarters in South Africa’s Limpopo province.
Apostolic churches. Some denominations, calling themselves apostolic churches,
are similar to Zionist congregations but often place more emphasis on formal theological
training (A. Anderson, Zion and Pentecost 94-98; Thomas 17-29).
Aladura Pentecostal churches. The Aladura Pentecostal churches emanated
from Nigeria. They rely on the power of prayer (Aladura means praying people in
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Yoruba) and on all effects of the baptism of the Holy Spirit. Some typical examples of
these churches today are Christ Apostolic Church, Cherubim and Seraphim, Redeemed
Christian Church of God, Mount of Fire Ministries, Deeper Life Bible Church, Winners
and Church of the Lord (Aladura). The first Aladura movement started at Ijebu-Ode,
Nigeria, in 1918 by Sophia Odunlami, a school teacher, and Joseph Sadare, a goldsmith.
They both attended St. Savior’s Anglican Church. They rejected infant baptism and all
forms of medicine, whether Western or traditional. In consequence, they initiated the
Prayer Band, popularly called Egbe Aladura. Mr. Joseph Sadare was compelled to give
up his post in the Synod and others were forced to resign their jobs and to withdraw their
children from the Anglican School. The Aladura began as a renewal movement in search
of true spirituality.
A revival took place in 1918 during the influenza epidemic. The group filled with
the Holy Ghost used prayer to save many lives affected by the epidemic. This movement
consolidated the formation of the prayer group and the group was properly named
Precious Stone and later changed to Diamond Society. By 1920, the Diamond Society
had grown tremendously and had started to form branches around the Western region of
Nigeria. In particular, David Odubanjo went to start the Lagos branch. The group
emphasized divine healing, holiness, and the all sufficiency of God, which formed the
three cardinal beliefs of the church today. For this reason, the group had an association
with Faith Tabernacle of Philadelphia and changed its name to Faith Tabernacle of
Nigeria.
A great revival started in July 1930 by the raising of a dead body by Apostle
Joseph Ayo Babalola at Oke-Oye in Ilesa. People trooped from neighboring cities and
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countries to receive healing at Ilesa. Several people were healed through the power of
prayer and evidences of the baptism of the Holy Spirit were manifest. The revival lasted
about sixty days and is still regarded as the greatest revival ever in Nigeria. Faith
Tabernacle of Nigeria later invited the Apostolic Church of England in 1931 to form an
association that lasted till 1939. The revival group went through several name changes
until, after twenty-four years; it finally adopted the name Christ Apostolic Church (CAC)
in 1942. Today, CAC has spread worldwide and definitely is the precursor of Aladura
Pentecostal Churches in Nigeria (Olowe 137-52).
Independent churches occur widely in West, East, Central, and Southern Africa.
Great differences, however, exist in the extent of their influence, both between nations,
and between peoples and areas within the same nation. They rarely occur where
Christians are few, or where Christianity has only recently arrived. The independent
churches differ widely in style, organization, and attitudes. One classification divides
between Ethiopian churches, which assert African and reject European leadership, but
keep the shape of the church much as before, and Zionist churches, which are
charismatic, and seek the fulfilling of a Zion of their own. Perhaps the description
prophet-healing would be better for these churches. To guess sensibly at total
membership (though it must be many millions) is impossible. Many people belong to
both a mainline church, out of loyalty or respectability, and to an independent church, for
their deepest needs (Dowley 651).
Origins of the Independent Churches
M. L. Daneel points out that during the colonial period, many black converts to
Christianity were unable fully to reconcile their beliefs with the teachings of their church
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leaders, and split from their parent churches. The reasons for these splits were usually
either (1) political—an effort to escape white control (Daneel 60-65; Welbourn 77-102);
(2) historical—many of the parent churches, particularly those from a Protestant tradition,
had themselves emerged from a process of schism and synthesis (Barrett, 83; A.
Anderson, African Reformation 144); or, (3) cultural—the result of trying to
accommodate Christian belief within an African world view (Daneel; Appiah-Kubi 24149; Olowola 21-50).
In trying to understand the origins of the independent churches as described by
Dowley, a distinction between immediate causes (events that lead to a break with older
churches or missions) and causes (that which produce conditions where a break becomes
likely) must be made underlying. Five underlying causes can be isolated.
The Desire to Be Free from Foreign Domination in the Church
Some of the oldest Ethiopian churches arose from such a desire. West Africans
felt in the 1880s and 1890s that the missionary societies were going back on their
principles of self-governing, self-supporting, self-propagating churches. As a result they
produced the African church, the Native Baptist church and others. Elsewhere, the feeling
that missionary leaders did not understand important local institutions such as ancestor
veneration or marriage has encouraged this desire for freedom (Dowley 650-51).
Conditions Produced by White Dominance
No country has been more marked by the movements than South Africa. The
feeling among Africans of dispossession, the lack of other outlets for leadership, the
effects of the migrant labor system in separating men from their families, and the strict
controls on black residence and movement have produced the commonwealths of Isaiah
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Shembe and Ignatius Legkanyane, and other attempts to build “Zion which is our home”
(Dowley 652).
The Effects of Mass Movements
Between 1910 and 1930 African evangelists with little or no official church status
led mass movements towards Christianity. Many who obeyed the call of Prophet William
Wade Harris to abandon fetish joined the mainline churches, however, Harriste churches
of the rest are still important in Ivory Coast. Sampson Oppong (an illiterate jailbird) in
Ghana and Walter Matitta in Lesotho were also men whom the missions had to recognize
as very influential but who did not meet the missions’ formal requirements for native
ministers. None of these movements were themselves independent churches, but they
produced the conditions for them (Dowley 652).
The Religious Revival
Simon Kimbangu, a young Baptist catechist, led a revival movement that in 1921
began to alarm the Belgian Congo government. He was sent to jail for life; but the church
bearing his name now claims three million members in Zaire. Another church of similarly
extensive membership is the church of the Lord (Aladura) found throughout West Africa.
Immigrant communities in Europe and North America have brought their church with
them. Joseph Babalola, a steamroller griever, received a call in 1928 to preach and gave a
new impetus to revival in western Nigeria. The preaching of the catechist Garrick Braide
brought thousands into the Anglican Church in the Niger delta. His dismissal took
thousands out into the Christ Army and other churches (Dowley 652).
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The Quest for a Wider Salvation
In traditional African society healing is closely linked with religion. Africans
asked whether faith in Christ was not equally effective. The 1918 influenza epidemic in
particular posed this question acutely for African Christians. Kimbangu, Babalola, and
Braide were all healers attended by vast crowds. Healing is a feature of many
independent churches today (Dowley 652; Shorter and Njiru 30).
Paul Hiebert observed that the Western two-tiered view of the universe typically
left out an entire dimension seen quite readily by people of non-Western cultures. Hiebert
built his analysis on a two-dimensional matrix. The first dimension is that of three worlds
or domains: (1) a seen world (that which is of this world and seen), (2) the unseen of this
world (that which is of this world but not seen), and (3) an unseen trans-empirical world
(that which pertains to heavens, hells, and other worlds). The second dimension is that of
two types of analogies people use to explain the powers around them: (1) an organic
analogy (powers are personal, e.g., gods and spirits) and (2) a mechanical analogy
(powers are impersonal, e.g., gravity and electricity). Combining the seen/unseen/transempirical worlds and organic/mechanical analogies into a matrix, Hiebert’s model
highlights the difference between Westerners, who tend to see only two worlds (the seen
world and the trans-empirical world) and many non-Westerners who recognize the
middle world, comprised of unseen powers (magical forces, evil eye) and spirits that are
very much a part of everyday human life (e.g., a person is ill because of a curse or a
spiritual attack). Hiebert labels the blind spot in the Western worldview the flaw of the
excluded middle (35-47).
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His model was quickly picked up by missionaries and missiologists working
among non-Western populations, especially those working in areas such as spiritual
warfare. The model was used to give legitimacy to demonic and spiritual explanations of
phenomena that had been previously overlooked by Western theology, anthropology, and
missiology, all of which tended to look for so called natural explanations for the observed
phenomena. As a tool it named an area many evangelical missionaries had missed in their
training and identified the sources of their discomfort in finding ways to contextually
address middle world issues in non-Western cultures. For some, however, the pendulum
has swung so far that the danger is a flaw of an expanded middle in which every strange
event is thought to have a middle domain explanation; this problem is especially
significant in the contemporary discussion of territorial spirits. Using the middle domain
to explain all such events is taking Hiebert’s analytic model beyond its intention, which
was to address the ways events are explained in differing cultures rather than to give an
ontological picture of the explanations behind such events.
The Distinguishing Marks of Independent Churches
The African Christian movements are usually Bible centered. They occur most
readily where the whole Bible is available in the local language. The independent
churches seek direct continuity with the New Testament period. They claim to display the
power and gifts of that period (often prophecy, revelation, and healing; less frequently the
gift of tongues). They also often continue traditions of healing or the work of mediums
from pre-Christian religion and culture. The movements combine ritualistic elements,
such as robes, ceremonies, and a hierarchy of apostles and prophets, with charismatic
ones such as spontaneity, dancing, and ecstasy. In Western Christianity, these two
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elements are found in different types of religion. But African society is both ordered and
spontaneous (Dowley 652).
The independent churches reflect the concerns most pressing to local people,
concerns that were not necessarily those picked out by missionaries. Many of the
churches are radical, requiring a complete break with features of the old religion—
witchcraft, charms, and fetish—that are maintained among nominal members of older
churches, as well as a break with tobacco, alcohol, and gambling (Dowley 653).
Like other religious movements, the independent churches change and develop.
They may move closer to or further from biblical Christianity. They may become inspired
less or more by religious, economic or political factors. Some also represent splits from
European Catholicism or the ancient Orthodox churches. Some are large and highly
structured; others small and localized. Some have developed doctrinal peculiarities. The
concern with power sometimes makes the Holy Spirit more prominent than the Son. But
theology is rarely important for them, and most do not consciously wish to break with the
central Christian doctrine (Dowley 653).
In comparison to other religious movements in church history, African
independent churches might be considered as Africa’s Anabaptists. Profusion of variety,
the eccentricity of their wider manifestations, and a spirituality and radical Biblecenteredness are essential to them at their best. They relate to older Reformed churches as
the sixteenth century Anabaptists did to the Reformed. They are a response to
Christianity in African terms (Dowley 653; Walls 48-51).
Similar to what is mentioned in the previous paragraph by Dowley, in his article
on African Instituted (Independent) Churches, giving their distinguishing factors, John S.
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Pobee also notes that the AIC represents first of all “a place to feel at home.” Western
missionaries were largely negative about African culture and Africans were alienated
from the gospel dressed in European garb. To that extent, the AICs represent an
indigenizing movement in Christianity. They in effect protest the verbal and cerebral
mode that puts Western Christianity beyond the reach of people’s comprehension and
experience. Instead, the AICs offer a celebrative religion, making considerable use of
symbols, music, and dance. Thus they represent cultural renaissance in reaction to the
cultural imperialism of the mission work of the historic churches (13).
Second, while Western churches emphasize Christology, the AICs make the Holy
Spirit the focus of belief and practice. While they firmly believe in the person of Jesus
Christ, they appear more at home with the Holy Spirit, especially since Christ has
ascended into heaven. This affirmation of the Holy Spirit does not just emphasize
sanctification, as in Methodism, but also points to the Spirit as power made manifest in
healing, exorcism, glossolalia, and mission. It also represents an experiential
supernaturalism that takes seriously the promise of Christ to send his Spirit. To that
extent, the phenomenon is a protest against the tendency of the historic churches to
institutionalize every manifestation of the Spirit (Pobee 13).
Third, the AICs represent a radically Biblicist movement. Taking off from the
Protestant claim that the Bible is an open book for individual interpretation, the AICs
have seen the Bible as a source to legitimate a wide variety of basic Christian patterns,
often of special relevance to local conditions or of special appeal to local people. Thus, in
Southern Africa the biblical stories regarding the bondage of Israel have become a
paradigm for their circumstances. Old Testament accounts of polygyny (e.g., Solomon)
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and taboos are very much of interest to them. The importance of dreams, visions, and
trances as media of God’s revelation (cf. Gen. 40; Matt. 1:18-24) is stressed. The
penchant for such visitations reflects the mysticism of the AICs, an experience of the
divine on earth (Pobee 13).
Fourth, the churches of the West and their daughter churches in Africa have the
stamp of individualism, which characterizes society after the industrial revolution. In the
AICs a sense of community is manifested in various ways, like the mutual aid in
resources, and the sharing of a common vocabulary (Ward 51-64: Pobee 13).
From the foregoing, the argument could be made that the AICs represent a
renewal movement, particularly in terms of effective evangelism, better communication
of the gospel than was received from the churches founded from the West. For the
Pentecostalists in particular, glossolalia is a supernatural way by which God wishes the
so-called heathens to be converted to Christianity. Indeed, the expectation of a speedy
Parousia of Christ is a reason for Pentecostal missionary engagement (Pobee 13).
Since the historic churches have at best been suspicious of AICs, regarding them
as a heathenization of Christianity, they have rarely found a place in the ecumenical
movement. The World Council of Churches currently includes only two: the Church of
the Lord (Aladura) from Nigeria, which claims a membership of over one million, and
Eglise du Christ sur la terre par le prophète Simon Kimbangu (EJCSK, Church of Christ
on Earth by the Prophet Simon Kimbangu), or Kimbanguist Church, from the Democratic
Republic of Congo, which claims a membership of five million (Pobee and Ositelu 1-73;
Martin 60-61).
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In South Africa the Interdenominational National Ministers have sought to bring
together ministers of historic churches with those of AICs. However, some notable
obstacles are prohibitive. Many AIC leaders are unable to participate in the business of
regional ecumenical bodies because of the language used (English or French). On the
other hand, AIC leaders complain that they are seldom if ever elected to executive
positions in these bodies. Ecumenism for the AIC is based on a different model: the
masses of people who unite in prayer, rather than the institutional leaders. Ecumenical
relations between historic churches and the AIC are thus largely limited to cooperation in
specific ventures (Pobee 13-14).
African Initiated Churches are mostly churches of a Pentecostal type that have
contextualized and indigenized Christianity in Africa. They are the African expression of
the worldwide Pentecostal movement because of both their Pentecostal style and their
Pentecostal origins (Cox 246; Hollenweger 52; Lugazia 50). Robert Mapes Anderson
points out that whereas classical Pentecostals in North America usually define themselves
in terms of the doctrine of initial evidence, the Pentecostal movement is more correctly to
be understood in a much broader context as a movement concerned primarily with the
experience of the working of the Holy Spirit and the practice of spiritual gifts (4).
Chinese American Pentecostal Amos Yong suggests that the Pentecostal experience is
best described as “the complex of encounters with the Spirit” (95). Dowley also argued
elsewhere for the inclusion of African Pentecostal-type churches as Pentecostal
movements because of their emphasis and experience of the Spirit (A. Anderson,
Bazalwane 2-6; Zion and Pentecost), and the same could be argued for many Pentecostal
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churches all over the Third World. In African Pentecostalism, experience and practice are
usually more important than the preciseness of dogma.
Evangelism, Indigenization, and Culture
One of the outstanding features of African Pentecostals is their religious
creativity and spontaneously indigenous character, a characteristic held as an ideal by
Western missions for over a century. The three self-formulas for indigenization were
automatically and effortlessly achieved by many Pentecostal movements long before this
goal was realized by older Western mission churches. Pioneering Pentecostal missiologist
L. Melvin Hodges, a former US Assemblies of God missionary in Central America,
enthusiastically embraced and enlarged Rufus Anderson and Henry Venn’s three selfpolicy of church planting. To put more light on the meaning of The Indigenous Church,
he introduced an emphasis lacking in earlier works on the subject. The foundation for
indigenization to happen is the Holy Spirit:
There is no place on earth where, if the gospel seed be properly planted, it
will not produce an indigenous church. The Holy Spirit can work in one
country as well as in another. To proceed on the assumption that the infant
church in any land must always be cared for and provided for by the
mother mission is an unconscious insult to the people that we endeavor to
serve, and is evidence of a lack of faith in God and in the power of the
gospel. (14)
This phenomenon was undoubtedly prophetic in 1953 and had a profound impact on the
growth of the Assemblies of God in many parts of the world since. Hodges may have
missed the fact that churches are not guaranteed to become indigenous by attaining three
selfhoods unless the three self’s are no longer patterned on foreign forms of being church,
and unless those churches are grounded in the thought patterns and symbolism of popular
culture. But for Hodges, the foundation for Pentecostal mission and the reason for its
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continued expansion is the personal filling of the Holy Spirit who gives gifts of ministry
to untold thousands of common people, creating active, vibrantly expanding and
indigenous churches all over the world (132).
In fact the thriving Pentecostal indigenous churches were established in many
parts of Africa without the help of foreign missionaries at all. These churches were
founded in innovative evangelistic initiatives unprecedented in Christian history,
motivated by a compelling need to preach and even more significantly, to experience a
new message of the power of the Spirit. Harvey Cox suggests two vitally important and
underlying factors that for any religion to grow in today’s world it must possess two
capabilities. First, it must be able to include and transform at least certain elements of
preexisting religions which still retain a strong grip on the cultural subconscious.
Secondly, it must also equip people to live in rapidly changing societies. He finds these
two key ingredients in Pentecostalism (219).
Pentecostals throughout Africa have found in their own context, both culturally
and Biblically acceptable alternatives to and adaptations from the practices of their old
religions and are seeking to provide answers to the needs inherent there. Any religion that
does not offer at least the same benefits as the old religion does will probably be
unattractive. Christianity, particularly in its Pentecostal emphasis on the transforming
power of the Holy Spirit, purports to offer more than the other religions did. In Africa,
Pentecostal-like movements manifested in thousands of indigenous churches have
changed so radically the face of Christianity there, simply because they have proclaimed
a holistic gospel of salvation that includes deliverance from all types of oppression like
sickness, sorcery, evil spirits, and poverty. This ministry practice has met the needs of
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Africans more fundamentally than the rather spiritualized and intellectualized gospel that
was mostly the legacy of European and North American missionaries. The good news in
Africa, Pentecostal preachers declare, is that God meets all the needs of people, including
their spiritual salvation, physical healing, and other material necessities. The more
relevant the church becomes to its cultural and social context, the more prepared it will be
to serve the wider society (Magesa 68).
Many thousands of African preachers emphasized the manifestation of divine
power through healing, prophecy, speaking in tongues, and other Pentecostal phenomena.
The message proclaimed by these charismatic preachers of receiving the power of the
Holy Spirit to meet human needs was welcome in societies where a lack of power was
keenly felt on a daily basis. The growth of Pentecostalism in Africa must be seen
primarily as the result of this proclamation rather than as a reaction to Western missions.
Nevertheless, because Western cultural forms of Christianity were often regarded as
superficial and out of touch with many realities of existential life, a new and culturally
relevant Christianity was necessary to arise in each context (Hastings 69).
Healing and protection from evil are among the most prominent features of the
Pentecostal gospel and are probably the most important part of their evangelism and
church recruitment. The problems of disease and evil affect the whole community in
Africa, and are not simply relegated to individual pastoral care. As Cox observes, African
Pentecostals “provide a setting in which the African conviction that spirituality and
healing belong together is dramatically enacted” (247). African communities were, to a
large extent, health-orientated communities and in their traditional religions, rituals for
healing and protection were prominent. Pentecostals responded to what they experienced
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as a void left by a rationalistic Western form of Christianity that had unwittingly initiated
what was tantamount to the destruction of their cherished spiritual values. Pentecostals
declared a message that reclaimed ancient Biblical traditions of healing and protection
from evil and demonstrated the practical effects of these traditions. Thus, Pentecostalism
went a long way towards meeting the physical, emotional, and spiritual needs of African
people, offering solutions to life’s problems and ways to cope in a threatening and hostile
world (Anderson and Otwang 32).
The role of a new and rapidly growing form of African Christianity (A. Anderson,
African Reformation 167-69), newer Pentecostal and Charismatic churches, is
increasingly being recognized (Maxwell 313; Gifford, African Christianity 31; A.
Anderson, Zion and Pentecost 76-79). This movement, which has only emerged since
1970, is fast becoming one of the most significant expressions of Christianity on the
continent, especially in Africa’s cities. African Christianity cannot be understood today
without also understanding this latest movement of revival and renewal. Ogbu U. Kalu
calls it “the third response to white cultural domination and power in the church, the
former two responses being Ethiopianism and the Aladura/Zionist churches” (3).
According to Kalu this newer Pentecostal and Charismatic movement is not
fundamentally different from the Holy Spirit movements and so-called prophet-healing
and spiritual churches that preceded it in the African Initiated Churches (AICs), but they
are continued in a very different context. The older prophet-healing AICs, the classical
Pentecostals and the newer Pentecostal churches have all responded to the existential
needs of the African worldview. They have all offered a personal encounter with God
through the power of the Spirit, healing from sickness and deliverance from evil in all its
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manifestations, spiritual, social, and structural. Tensions and differences are still present
between the new and the old AICs. David Maxwell conducted a study of new churches in
northeast Zimbabwe and obtained the following results:
Many Christian movements in Africa (and, in fact, all over the world)
have begun as movements of youth and women. The new churches give
opportunities not afforded them by patriarchal religions that have lost their
charismatic power. As Maxwell points out, even the older Pentecostal
churches, whether AICs or those founded by western missions, “can lose
their Pentecostal vigor” through a process of bureaucratization and
“ageing.” (316-17)
The entrance and pervading influence of many different kinds of new Pentecostal
churches on the African scene now makes the task even more difficult, if not impossible,
to put AICs into types and categories. To define Pentecostal precisely is becoming
increasingly difficult, and if narrow perceptions of the term continue to exist, the truth
will not be understood. In the West, a limited, rather stereotyped and dogmatic
understanding of Pentecostal fails to recognize the great variety of different Pentecostal
movements in most of the rest of the world, many of which arose quite independently of
Western Pentecostalism and even of Azusa Street, the awakening of the Holy Spirit
which started in Los Angeles, California, in 1960. In Africa the term would include the
majority of older AICs, those classical Pentecostals originating in Western Pentecostal
missions, and those newer independent churches, fellowships and ministries in Africa that
are the focus here. These various movements will be referred to as newer Pentecostals
and of course, the term Pentecostal will also apply to a great number of other, older kinds
of AICs that emphasize the Holy Spirit in the church. The classical or denominational
Pentecostals (like the Assemblies of God and the Church of God) are also a very active
and growing phenomenon throughout Africa, and undoubtedly played a significant role in
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the emergence of some of these newer groups. These were founded by missionaries
mostly from Britain and North America—although with more African involvement in
leadership and financial independence than was the case in most of the older missionary
founded churches. These classical Pentecostals cannot be regarded primarily as African
initiated movements, even though most of their proliferation was due to the untiring
efforts of African preachers.
Pentecostal churches of Western origins have operated in Africa for most of the
twentieth century. Most of these churches trace their historical origins to the impetus
generated by the Azusa Street Revival, which sent out missionaries to fifty nations within
two years (Hollenweger 22-24; Synan 84-106). The connections between this classical
Pentecostal movement and AICs throughout Africa have been amply demonstrated (A.
Anderson, African Reformation 169-86; Anderson and Pillay 228-29; Anderson and
Hollenweger 88-92; A. Anderson, Bazalwane 22-24). Some of these classical Pentecostal
churches have become vibrant and rapidly expanding African churches throughout the
continent, in particular the Assemblies of God, which operates in most countries of the
Sub-Sahara. Throughout the history of AICs, Pentecostal features and phenomena have
been predominant. Cox is at least partly correct to refer to the Apostolic/Zionist, Lumpa
and Kimbanguist churches as “the African expression of the worldwide Pentecostal
movement” (246), but these churches do not usually define themselves in this way.
Nevertheless, not enough attention has been given to this resonance, although Paul
Gifford is right to question whether the older AICs can be regarded as paradigmatic of
the Pentecostal movement in Africa (African Christianity 33).
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In the 1970s, partly as a reaction to the bureaucratization process in established
churches, new independent Pentecostal and Charismatic churches began to emerge all
over Africa, but especially in West Africa. Many of these vigorous new churches were
influenced by the Pentecostal and Charismatic movement in Europe and North America
and by established Pentecostal mission churches in Africa. However, these churches were
largely independent of foreign churches and had an African foundation. Many arose in
the context of interdenominational and evangelical campus and school Christian
organizations, from which young charismatic leaders emerged with significant
followings, and often the new churches eventually replaced the former
interdenominational movements (Asamoah-Gyadu, “Traditional Missionary Christianity”
7). At first they were nondenominational churches, but in recent years, as they have
expanded, many of these churches have developed denominational structures, several
prominent leaders have been episcopized, and some are now international churches. The
process of ageing and the proliferation of these new movements now continue as their
founders die (in at least one case) or approach old age. The African Charismatic churches
or ministries initially tended to have a younger, more formally educated and consequently
more Westernized leadership and membership, including young professionals and middle
class urban Africans. In leadership structures, theology, and liturgy, these churches differ
quite markedly from the older AICs and the Western, mission-founded churches,
Pentecostal and non-Pentecostal. Their services are usually emotional and enthusiastic,
and many new churches use electronic musical instruments, publish their own literature,
and run their own Bible training centers for preachers, both men and women, to further
propagate their message. These movements encourage the planting of new independent
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churches and make use of schoolrooms, cinemas, community halls, and even hotel
conference rooms for their revival meetings. Church leaders sometimes travel the
continent and inter-continentally, and some produce glossy booklets and broadcast radio
and television programs. They are often linked to wider international networks of
independent Charismatic preachers, some of which, but by no means all, are dominated
by North Americans (Kailing 38-58).
These Pentecostal churches are, like the older AICs before them, spiritual
churches that for the most part have been instituted by Africans for Africans. They are
also self-governing, self-propagating and (in some cases to a lesser extent) selfsupporting, and usually they have no organizational links with any outside church or
denomination. In fact, they may be regarded as modern versions of older AICs. Although
they differ from the classical AICs in that they do not try as much to offer solutions for
traditional problems, they do address the problems faced by AICs, but offer a radical
reorientation to a modern and industrial, global society. Kwabena J. Asamoah-Gyadu
makes the interesting point that one of the basic differences between the older AICs and
the new churches lies in the fact that in the spiritual churches, “members are the clients of
the prophets who may be the custodians of powers to overcome the ills of life.” In the
new churches, however, he says, “[E]ach believer is empowered through the baptism of
the Holy Spirit to overcome them” (“Church in the African State” 56). In the spiritual
churches too, provision is made for any person to become a prophet and therefore to be a
custodian of spiritual power; the difference might not be as great as imagined.
Some of the main methods employed by the new churches are very similar to
those used by most Pentecostals including door-to-door evangelism, meetings held in
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homes of interested inquirers, preaching in trains, buses, on street corners and at places of
public concourse, and tent crusades held all over the continent (pioneered mainly by
North Americans and continued by Bhengu, Ngidi, Idahosa and Bonnke). Access to
modern communications has resulted in the popularizing of Western (especially North
American) independent Pentecostal televangelists, several of whom make regular visits to
Africa and broadcast their own television programs there, public scandals
notwithstanding. The strategies employed by these evangelists have been subject to
criticism (Gifford, New Dimensions 157) but have had the effect of promoting a form of
Christianity that has appealed especially to the urbanized and significantly Westernized
new generation of Africans. Theologically, the new churches are Christocentric and share
an emphasis on the power of the Spirit with other Pentecostals. A particular focus on
personal encounter with Christ (being born again), long periods of individual and
communal prayer, prayer for healing and problems like unemployment and poverty,
deliverance from demons and the occult (this term often means traditional beliefs and
witchcraft), the use of spiritual gifts like speaking in tongues and (to a lesser extent)
prophecy—these features more or less characterize all new churches.
The following report given by Danny McCain shows that one of the reasons why
Pentecostalism has been received so well in Africa is that many of the basic tenets of
Pentecostalism are very consistent with the African world view (105-30).
The Supernatural
Much of Western Christianity has been heavily influenced by an anti-supernatural
bias that has tended to lower, if not remove, the emphasis on the supernatural in Western
churches. This emphasis in the West has been reflected to some extent in the mainstream
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African churches. However, the supernatural is a very basic part of the traditional African
worldview. Therefore, when Pentecostalism came along offering a biblical version of the
supernatural, it was very appealing and quickly adopted by many African Christians
(McCain 111; West 120).
Demons/Evil Spirits
Nearly all African Traditional Religions have believed strongly in the existence of
various kinds of evil spirits. These spirits influence human life in many ways. However,
the Western world under the influence of rationalism has largely rejected the spiritual
world, at least in practice if not in theory. Though many of the Western churches would
not deny theologically the existence of demons, they had little understanding and
experience with the demonic world. Therefore, little if any stress has been put on this
phenomenon in their churches. However, Pentecostalism has taken a much more literal
interpretation of the teachings of the Bible about demons. Confronting demons and
casting out demons has become a major emphasis within Pentecostalism around the
world. When Pentecostalism came to Africa, it gave a solid theological blessing to the
already existing African recognition of the world of spirits and was quickly embraced.
Resisting demons and casting out demons is now a regular part of nearly every
Pentecostal church service in Africa and many of the non-Pentecostal church services as
well (McCain 111-12).
Divine Healing
Although the traditional African healers used herbs and other natural remedies in
their healing process, they almost always utilized spiritual or supernatural practices as
well. Healing was something that the spirits had to be involved in. Again, much of the
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Western church, though accepting the miracles of Jesus, have been so influenced by the
scientific approach to life that few people expect supernatural healing to take place.
Pentecostalism stresses that the church can expect and experience miracles today in the
same manner as was manifested in the early church. Since miraculous healing has always
been an important part of African traditional beliefs, to embrace Pentecostalism that also
believes supernatural healing was a natural response (McCain 112; Mwaura, African
Initiated Churches 121; Zvanaka 69-75).
Emotional and Physical Expressions of Worship
Africans are emotional people. They convey their emotions through singing and
dancing and other physical means of expression. The Western world tends to be less
emotional and much more reserved in their private and public life. The trend was carried
over into the churches that Western missionaries planted in Africa. The typical Anglican,
Presbyterian, or Methodist church service in Lagos-Nigeria, Nairobi-Kenya, or KampalaUganda in the past has included choirs wearing robes and singing anthems accompanied
by organ music, a type of worship characteristic of the middle and upper classes in
Europe and America. However, Pentecostalism was at first a movement of the lower
classes. As such, people were encouraged to express their worship and praise to God in
whatever way they felt would be meaningful. Hence Pentecostalism has tended to be
much more loud and boisterous in its worship than most of the mainstream churches.
When Pentecostalism entered Nigeria in the 1970s in a very big way, the audience was
ready for the message of free expression in worship. Africans have always clapped and
danced and been loud and active in their celebrations. Pentecostalism demonstrated that
this same kind of physical and emotional expression was legitimate in church.
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The creation of Pentecostal churches and denominations has not only influenced
Africa but nearly all churches today. Twenty years ago, most of the mainline churches
attempted to resist the influence of Pentecostalism by denouncing speaking in tongues,
forbidding their members to dance in the church, and denying the miracles that were
claimed in the Pentecostal churches. However, most churches today, including the
Catholic Church, have taken up many of the Pentecostal ways. Their services are much
louder and more emotional. Anti-tongues speaking rhetoric is less. More and more
mainline churches are stressing supernatural healing. Pentecostalism has had a very
profound effect upon the Christian church during the last few decades. Since these
statements appear to be true, Pentecostalism is going to have more and more influence on
the church in Africa in the twenty-first century. The church is going to be louder with
more and more freedom to express worship and praise to God in a distinctively African
manner (McCain 112-13; Ikenga-Metuh 151-71).
Softer. Christianity has been considered a male-dominated religion all throughout
its history. Women were excluded from the priesthood in the Old Testament and also
from positions of leadership with only a few exceptions. In the New Testament Paul has
been understood as refusing to allow women to have positions of leadership or instruction
(1 Cor. 14:34-35; 1 Tim. 2:11-15). In reality, 1 Corinthians 14:33-35 should be seen as an
attempt to correct a problem caused by women judging the prophets. Instead of disrupting
the service, they should ask their husbands at home. In 1 Corinthians 14:34 and also in 1
Timothy 2:11, submission refers to church principles of order and decorum in worship,
not to husbands. Romans 16:11-16 indicates an abundance of women were involved in
some form of ministry, and Philippians 4:2-3 intimates the same, though the full extent of
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the service these various women rendered are not known. The use of the terms fellow
workers, deaconess, and apostles indicates that Paul was receiving assistance from
women in ministry, not in practical ways but also in the ministry of the Word. Nothing in
the undisputed Pauline letters would rule out a woman from teaching or preaching. Paul,
however, did apply restrictions when new roles in the Christian community were taken to
imply a repudiation of women’s traditional roles and the importance of maintaining
sexual distinctions. Paul was neither a chauvinist nor a radical feminist. Rather, like
Jesus, he affirmed the new religious roles for women and reaffirmed some Christian
modifications of the traditional roles women had been assuming in the family. In a study
of 1 Timothy 2:8-15 and a brief look at 1 Timothy 3:11, no universal prohibition of
women speaking in church is found, but a dealing with some serious problems that
caused the author to ban women from teaching and domineering men in Ephesus. This
response was to women being involved in false teaching and being led astray into
apostasy. The remedy offered is a reaffirmation of women’s traditional roles in the
family. Nothing in this material suggests a permanent ban on women engaging in the
ministry of the word (Witherington 125-26).
The fact that women have been excluded from leadership in the church is not
necessarily a criticism because the church has simply been a reflection of the society as a
whole that has been male dominated. The Western missionaries who planted the church
in Africa found a culture that was equally as male-dominated as the European culture.
With these influences the African church throughout the twentieth century has largely
been a male-dominated entity.
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However, Witherington states that the last quarter of the twentieth century has
brought remarkable changes to the world with regards to the place of women in society.
In most Western countries, women are equally as well educated as men and have been
able to enter into nearly all job markets including the military and politics. Several
nations have had women as their heads of state during the last few decades including
Israel, the United Kingdom, and even a conservative country like Pakistan. In addition,
women have made great strides in the church as well. Many denominations that have
reserved positions of leadership for men have changed their rules to allow for the
ordination of women (125-26).
This phenomenon is also slowly penetrating the African church. Women are
beginning to occupy positions that have been reserved for men (Lagerwerf 76-100). The
University of Jos employed the first woman lecturer in the Department of Religious
Studies during this decade. Women clergy are becoming more and more common. In
1998, Archbishop Benson Idahosa died, leaving a vacuum in the leadership of the Church
of God, Mission that he had founded and led. To the surprise of many (and the dismay of
not a few), his wife took up the mantle of leadership. She appears to have been accepted
by the church and the society at large.
These small indications of female leadership are only a foretaste of what the
African church is going to experience in the twenty-first century. More and more women
are going to become pastors. More seminaries are going to open their doors to female
lecturers. African theologians in the future will come from both genders. Women will
occupy leadership positions in their denominations and in theological institutions. The
male domination of the African church will be thoroughly broken in the twenty-first
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century. The maternal instincts of women will make the church a more humane
institution (McCain 113-15; Brandel-Syrier 13-18).
Brighter. The church in Africa has made amazing progress during the twentiethcentury. As evidence, the church has grown from just a handful of training institutions to
hundreds of seminaries, Bible colleges, and other training institutions across the
continent. These institutions have trained thousands of pastors who are ably serving the
church today. The religion departments in African universities have produced some
outstanding scholars. Unfortunately, even with this remarkable progress, Africa lags
behind the Western world in the academic development of its pastors, church leaders, and
theological educators.
However, progress is being made. In the last two decades of the twentieth century,
at least six major Protestant seminaries have started offering master’s degrees in Nigeria
in addition to those offered in the public universities. McCain estimates that at least 20
percent of the African staff of these institutions has studied abroad. More and more
Africans are writing textbooks and other serious theological aids. Africans have
distinguished themselves in Europe and America as students in the best seminaries and
universities and many Africans are being invited to join the staffs of Western institutions.
All these facts tell that the African church in the twenty-first century is going to be much
bettered educated. African scholars in the future will be less dependent upon Western
institutions, books, and academic research; they will be much more capable of doing
serious exegesis, and better able to challenge their people to think. The African church in
the future is going to be brighter than the past (McCain 115-30; Shank 5-8).
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Old Testament Perspective
In the Old Testament, a good example of a ministry that was incarnated and well
contextualized is the life of Moses. As far as his lifestyle is concerned, he had all the
qualities to consider himself better than his brothers and sisters and thus could have
separated himself from them. He received a better education than his people in the land of
Egypt at the time that he was among the members of the noble family, the family of the
Pharaoh, for forty years. Later, he left Egypt and lived in the wilderness for another forty
years. Finally God called him back to Egypt for the great task of delivering the children
of Israel from bondage and leading them in the wilderness for forty years on the way to
Canaan. Moses could lead more than two million people for all those years only because
he identified with them. He did not consider himself more peculiar than the people of his
own blood and thus stay away from them; he was willing to live with them, suffer with
them, and serve them at all costs:
By faith Moses, when he had grown up, refused to be known as the son of
Pharaoh’s daughter. He chose to be mistreated along with the people of
God rather than to enjoy the pleasures of sin for a short time. He regarded
disgrace for the sake of Christ as of greater value than the treasures of
Egypt, because he was looking ahead to his reward. By faith he left Egypt,
not fearing the king’s anger; he persevered because he saw him who is
invisible. (Heb.11:23-27)
Successful ministry demands ministers identify themselves with people, the process
known as incarnation. People want to see their leaders involved with them, reachable, and
close to their cries. Leaders are called to lead people who are needy, and people expect
pastors to have solutions for their needs, or at least do something to bring relief.
Moses’ ministry, as is expected of all ministries today—to be successful and
appealing to local communities—was holistic. Moses’ ministrations touched all areas of
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people’s lives, spiritually as well as physically. When people needed their physical needs
met, God through his servant Moses provided:
Then Moses led Israel from the Red Sea and they went into the Desert of
Shur. For three days they travelled in the desert without finding water.
When they came to Marah, they could not drink its water because it was
bitter (that is why the place is called Marah). So the people grumbled
against Moses, saying, “What are we to drink?” Then Moses cried out to
the Lord, and the Lord showed him a piece of wood. He threw it into the
water, and the water became sweet. (Exod. 15:11-25)
God was concerned with his people when they had a genuine need. On another occasion
God through Moses provided for the physical need as was requested. The whole Israelite
community set out from Elim and came to the Desert of Sin, which is between Elim and
Sinai, on the fifteenth day of the second month after they had come out of Egypt. In the
desert the whole community grumbled against Moses and Aaron. They complained that
they wished they had died by the Lord’s hand in Egypt. There, they sat around pots of
meat and ate all the food they wanted, but in the wilderness they lived in the desert just to
starve to death. Then the Lord answered Moses:
I will rain down bread from heaven for you. The people are to go out each
day and gather enough for that day. In this way I will test them and see
whether they will follow my instructions. On the sixth day they are to
prepare what they bring in, and that is to be twice as much as they gather
on the other days. (Exod. 16:1-5)
That was not the end of the children of Israel demanding for their physical needs. One
more time they wanted their leader to provide what was lacking in their community:
The whole Israelite community set out from the desert of Sin, travelling
from place to place as the LORD commanded. They camped at Rephidim,
but there was no water for the people to drink. So they quarreled with
Moses and said, “Give us water to drink.” Moses replied, “Why do you
quarrel with me? Why do you put the LORD to the test?” But the people
were thirsty for water there, and they grumbled against Moses. They said,
“Why did you bring us up out of Egypt to make us and our children and
livestock die of thirsty?” Then Moses cried out to the LORD, “What am I
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to do with these people? They are almost ready to stone me.” The Lord
answered Moses, “Walk on ahead of the people. Take with you some of
the elders of Israel and take in your hand the staff with which you struck
the Nile, and go. I will stand there before you by the rock at Horeb. Strike
the rock, and water will come out of it for the people to drink.” So Moses
did this in the sight of the elders of Israel. (Exod. 17:1-6)
Despite people’s disbelief in God’s provision, the Lord responded positively to their need
to show that he is concerned and cares about their daily physical needs. From chapter 20
of the book of Exodus, and throughout the entire book of Leviticus, God is seen, through
the ministry of Moses, dealing with spiritual matters and worship for the children of
Israel. The Ten Commandments and other full instructions for the worship of God are
given. God’s service to his people is holistic, both physical and spiritual. The two cannot
be separated if the ministries are to be accepted by the people served. The ministry of
Moses in the Old Testament is a good example; it shows the totality of God’s will and
plan for his people in the world.
People desire to see and follow ministries administered holistically, meeting
effectively all aspects of human life. Walter Brueggemann examines the witness of the
prophets toward the nation of Israel (specifically the monarchy) and applies that critique
to the contemporary situation in the church, recognizing that Jesus has fulfilled this role
and passed on the ministry to his people. He argues for a prophetic ministry which is
fueled by a prophetic imagination that creates and nurtures an alternative consciousness,
which in turn creates and nurtures an alternative community. Brueggemann views the
radical break of Israel from Egypt through the actions of God through Moses as the
framing consideration of this alternative consciousness and community. He views the
drift in the Israelite community toward the monarchy as a drift to a pre-Exodus
consciousness, a reversal of the liberating act of God in their past. The role of the
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prophet, then, was to constantly recreate and nurture the new consciousness defined by
Moses and the Exodus.
Prophetic ministry, according to Brueggemann, is characterized by two actions:
critique and energizing. Critique is not simply aiming darts at something that we disagree
with, but is engaging the dominant powers of the day and declaring them to be unable to
provide what they claim to provide. Prophetic criticism is not carping and denouncing,
rather it asserts that false claims to authority and power cannot keep their promises (11).
This critique consists, primarily, with eliminating our numbness to the death of
the organizing principles of our world, creating space to grieve. The task of prophetic
ministry and imagination is to bring people to engage their experiences of suffering and
death (Brueggemann 41). This grieving, however, can easily lead to despair, so prophetic
ministry must also be energizing. Energizing is closely linked to hope, creating an
alternative vision where oppression and injustice need not continue forever. The prophet
must bring hope to break through the despair left after grief, and the primary way to
accomplish this task is through doxology, words that defy explanation and move simply
to praise. The question facing ministry is whether anything can be said, done, or acted in
the face of the ideology of hopelessness, prophetic ministry, and imagination (63). For
Brueggemann, both of these aspects of prophetic ministry contain three tasks. First is
providing symbols that confront the horror of experience that leads to denial and that are
adequate to contradict a situation of hopelessness. Second is bringing public expression
to the fears and terrors that are denied and suppressed and also the hopes and yearnings of
the community. Third is speaking metaphorically and concretely about the real
deathliness that hovers over and gnaws within as a critique of the current consciousness,
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speaking metaphorically about hope but concretely about the newness that comes and
redefines situation as an energizing force for the new consciousness.
In all Brueggemann urges a presentation of the God who is free from all powers
of control and who offers a new way of life that can only be received. The only serious
energizing needed or offered is the discernment of God in all his freedom, the
dismantling of the structures of weariness, and the dethronement of the powers of
fatigue (71-72). Brueggemann moves on to explain how Jesus embodies these aspects of
prophetic critique and energizing in his own life and ministry, the epitome of both being
his death (criticism) and resurrection (energizing). In conclusion, Brueggemann offers up
some notes of the practice of ministry with the aim of creating and sustaining this
alternative consciousness and community. Prophetic ministry consists of offering an
alternative perception of reality and in letting people see their own history in the light of
God’s freedom and his will for justice in a society that knows about initiative and selfactualization and countless other things, the capacity to lament the death of the old world
is nearly lost. In a society strong on self-congratulation, the capacity to receive in
doxology the new world being given is nearly lost. Grief and praise are ways of prophetic
criticism and energy, which can be more intentional even today (116-17).
Brueggemann does not only admit that opportunity for the royal consciousness to
not return to a pre-Exodus reality existed, he assumes that is exactly what the monarchy
did. The Exodus is so powerful because it prefigured what Jesus did on the cross. Jesus’
death and resurrection was the ultimate exodus from the negative powers that have
enslaved humans. Brueggemann’s book offers ideas that our current church culture needs
to rediscover. The critiquing and energizing ministry of the prophets is something that is
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desperately needed in an age that is thoroughly mired in denial and distraction. Christians
need to recognize the failure of their human inventions, whatever they are, to create the
wholeness they dream of, and rediscover the wholeness that is offered through Jesus on
the cross.
New Testament Perspective
Jesus’ ministry as seen in the New Testament Scriptures was perfectly holistic. As
a Messiah, and being God in human form, he laid down a perfect example different from
all others who preceded and came after him. They had human shortcomings but he did
not. While in the world, Jesus ministered to people’s spiritual needs as well as their
physical needs. As a result his ministry became successful and had a great impact on the
Jewish community. At the beginning of his ministry, the chapters of the Gospel of
Matthew 5-7 are entirely devoted to the teachings of Jesus Christ, showing his great
concern over spiritual needs (Matt. 6:33 principle: “But seek first his kingdom and his
righteousness, and all these things will be given to you as well”). Jesus’ priority is that
spiritual things should come first and the physical will follow afterwards. From chapter 8
onwards of the same gospel, he met the physical needs of his people when he performed
healings and many miracles:
When Jesus heard what had happened, he withdrew by boat privately to a
solitary place. Hearing of this, the crowds followed him on foot from the
towns. When Jesus landed and saw a large crowd, he had compassion on
them and healed their sick. As evening approached, the disciples came to
him and said, “This is a remote place, and it’s already getting late. Send
the crowds away, so they can go to the villages and buy themselves some
food.” Jesus replied, “They do not need to go away. You give them
something to eat.” “We have here only five loaves of bread and two fish,”
they answered. “Bring them here to me,” he said. And he directed the
people to sit down on the grass. Taking the five loaves and the two fish
and looking up to heaven, he gave thanks and broke the loaves. Then he
gave them to the disciples, and the disciples gave them to the people. They
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all ate and were satisfied, and the disciples picked up twelve basketfuls of
broken pieces that were left over. The number of those who ate was about
five thousand men, besides women and children. (Emphasis mine; Matt.
14:13-21)
Jesus model of ministry also indicates that successful ministries need to be holistic in
order to impact our communities. The rest of the Gospel of Matthew and the other three
Gospels reveal the same pattern of Jesus’ ministry.
Much of what is revealed in the book of Acts in regard to the ministry of the
apostles, in the early church movement, is that their ministries were successful simply
because they followed the pattern of Jesus’ ministry. They administered the gospel
holistically, meeting people’s spiritual as well as physical needs. Luke writes about the
fellowship of believers:
They devoted themselves to the apostles’ teachings and to the fellowship,
to the breaking of bread and to prayer. Everyone was filled with awe, and
many wonders and miraculous signs were done by the apostles. All the
believers were together and had everything in common. Selling their
possessions and goods, they gave to everyone as he had need. Every day
they continued to meet together in the temple courts. They broke bread in
their homes and ate together with glad and sincere hearts, praising God
and enjoying the favor of all the people. And the Lord added to their
number daily those who were being saved. (Acts 2:42-47)
These are the patterns that the church of today needs for successful ministry. Churches
need to have holistic ministries and meet the total needs of people, spiritual and physical.
Doctor Luke writes another passage about believers sharing their possessions:
All the believers were one in heart and mind. No one claimed that any of
his possessions was his own, but they shared everything they had. With
great power the apostles continued to testify to the resurrection of the Lord
Jesus, and much grace was upon them all. There were no needy persons
among them. For from time to time those who owned lands or houses sold
them, brought the money from the sales and put it at the apostles’ feet, and
it was distributed to anyone as he had need. (Acts 4:32-35)
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The acts of charity from the community of believers at Jerusalem contributed greatly to
the spread of the gospel. That shows the importance for the church today to also meet
people’s needs whenever possible. The book of Acts hints more about the apostle’s
holistic ministry:
In those days when the number of the disciples was increasing, the
Grecian Jews among them complained against those of the Aramaicspeaking community because their widows were being overlooked in the
daily distribution of food. So the Twelve gathered all the disciples together
and said, “It would not be right for us to neglect the ministry of the word
in order to wait on tables. Brothers, choose seven men from among you
who are known to be full of the Spirit and wisdom. We will turn this
responsibility over to them and will give our attention to prayer and the
ministry of the word.” This proposal pleased the whole group...So the
word of God spread. The number of disciples in Jerusalem increased
rapidly, and a large number of priests became obedient to the faith. (Acts
6:1-7)
The church has the responsibility of taking care of needy people as much as possible.
Apostles were sensitive to the needs of people and did not neglect the ministry. They
continued preaching but also attended believers as the needs arose. The great apostle Paul
was on the frontline making sure that his ministry was holistic in order to fulfill the
purpose of God in his call:
And now, brothers, we want you to know about the grace that God has
given the Macedonian churches. Out of the most severe trial, their
overflowing joy and their extreme poverty welled up in rich generosity.
For I testify that they gave as much as they were able, and even beyond
their ability. Entirely on their own, they urgently pleaded with us for the
privilege of sharing in this service to the saints. And they did not do as we
expected, but they gave themselves first to the Lord and then to us in
keeping with God’s will…I thank God, who put into the heart of Titus the
same concern I have for you. For Titus not only welcomed our appeal, but
he is coming to you with much enthusiasm and on his own initiative. And
we are sending along with the brother who is praised by all the churches
for his service to the Gospel. What is more, he was chosen by the churches
to accompany us as we carry the offering, which we administered in order
to honor the Lord himself and to show our eagerness to help. We want to
avoid any criticism of the way we administer this liberal gift. For we take
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pains to do what is right not only in the eyes of the Lord, but also in the
eyes of men. (2 Cor. 8:1-24)
One big factor in this literature review indicates that successful ministry, which brings a
great impact to any community is one that can be described as incarnated, holistic, and
well contextualized. Independent ministries seem to be doing significantly well in this
area and might be the reason behind their great acceptance in reaching the people.
Research Design
I used a mixed methods design to survey church leaders and laity from both
independent and mainline churches in Tanzania in order to identify the best practices for
improving the impact of the mainline churches on the community. I used the quantitative
and qualitative research methods. Questionnaires, individual interviews, and
demographic information were the instrumentation used. The questionnaires contained
mostly closed-end questions while all the individual interviews were administered using
open-end questions.
Quantitative research is a type of educational research in which the researcher
decides what to study asks specific, narrow questions; collects quantifiable data from
participants; analyzes these numbers using statistics; and conducts the inquiry in an
unbiased, objective manner (Creswell 46). Qualitative research is a type of educational
research in which the researcher relies on the views of participants, asks broad, general
questions, collects data consisting largely of words (or text) from participants, describes
and analyzes these words for themes, and conducts the inquiry in a subjective, biased
manner (46).
Individual interviews allow the researcher to ask questions of participants in order
to collect data. Structured interviews normally follow a rigid questionnaire. Semi-
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structured interviews ask more open-ended questions that are followed up with more
specific questions (Wiersma and Jurs 255; Creswell 225-30). Open-ended questionnaires,
unlike closed-end questionnaires, give participants more freedom in responding to
questions, which prevents researchers from limiting the interviewee to specific answers.
The data collected from the responses of the questionnaires and interviews are treated
quantitatively as well as qualitatively.
Demographic instrumentation helps get a variety of population in regard to age,
gender, position, or status. The purpose of a mixed-methods design is to collect both
quantitative and qualitative data, merge the data, and use the results to understand a
research problem. A basic rationale for this design is that one data-collection form
supplies strengths to offset the weaknesses of the other form. For example, quantitative
scores on an instrument from many individuals provide strengths to offset the weaknesses
of qualitative documents from a few people. Alternatively, qualitative, in-depth
observation of a few people offers strength to quantitative data that does not adequately
provide detailed information about the context in which individuals provide information
(Creswell 557).
Summary
The literature review within this chapter has discovered several reasons why the
independent churches in most parts of Africa have gained and are continuing to gain
greater popularity and success in their communities than the mainline churches.
Independent churches in Africa have proved to reflect the concerns most pressing to local
people, concerns that were not necessarily those discerned by missionaries. They have
shown that their ministries have been incarnational in nature, identifying with people in
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every way possible. Independent churches in Africa seem to represent a place to feel at
home. They are a response to Christianity in African terms. Missionaries were largely
negative about African culture, and Africans were alienated from the gospel that was
dressed in European garb. Independent churches represent cultural renaissance in reaction
to the cultural imperialism of the mission work of the historic churches. They try to
accommodate Christian belief within an African worldview. Churches of the West and
their daughter churches in Africa have the stamp of individualism that characterizes
Western society after the industrial revolution. That goes against the ethos of African
societies, which proverbially view life more communally in pilgrimages to their holy
cities and mutual aid in resources. African independent churches represent a renewal
movement particularly in terms of effective evangelism and better communication of the
gospel than was received from the churches founded in the West. For Pentecostals in
particular, glossolalia is a supernatural way by which God wishes the so called heathens
to be converted to Christianity. African Independent churches mostly preach messages
that promise solutions for present felt needs like sickness and the fear of evil spirits. The
churches are mostly of a Pentecostal type that have contextualized and indigenized
Christianity in an African context. In African Pentecostalism, experience and practice are
usually more important than the preciseness of dogma. In Africa, Pentecostal-like
movements manifested in thousands of indigenous churches have changed radically the
face of Christianity there, simply because they have proclaimed a holistic gospel of
salvation that includes deliverance from all types of oppression like sickness, sorcery,
evil spirits, and poverty. This type of ministry has met the needs of Africans more
fundamentally than the rather spiritualized and intellectualized gospel that was mostly the
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legacy of European and North American missionaries. Western churches emphasize
Christology while the African Independent churches make the Holy Spirit the focus of
belief and practice, power made manifest in healing, exorcism, and mission. The
churches also represent a radically Biblicist movement. Protestants claim that the Bible is
an open book for individual interpretation where the African Independent churches have
seen the Bible as a source to legitimize a wide variety of basic Christian patterns, often of
special relevance to local conditions or of special appeal to local people.
One more peculiar characteristic of the African Independent churches that has
caused their greater acceptance in the African context is the fact that they allow and
encourage women to participate in church ministries including holding different
leadership positions like pastor, teacher, and evangelist. This tradition has been a difficult
issue in the past especially in the mainline churches. Recently, even some of the
mainliners have changed their minds and have introduced ordained women into pastoral
ministries.
The research on this project revealed the best ministry practices that have a great
impact on the community of Tanzania. The factors behind the rapid rise and growth of
the independent churches in other parts of Africa and the world at large as seen in the
literature visited in Chapter 2 appear to be common. They gave some light towards
identifying the best ministry practices for improving the impact of mainline churches on
the community by surveying church leaders and laity from both independent ministries
and mainline churches in Tanzanian. The rise of the independent churches in Tanzania
seems to be a more recent phenomenon, a likely reason why very little literature can be
found about them.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Problem and Purpose
The purpose of this study was to identify the best ministry practices for improving
the impact of mainline churches on the community by surveying church leaders and laity
from both independent ministries and mainline churches in Tanzania. The current
situation in my country indicates that the mainline churches are declining both
numerically and in influence while a rapid growth of the independent churches in the
Tanzanian society is occurring. In the early days of their arrival in Tanzania, the mainline
churches had great impact on the community but as days pass by they seem to be losing
their passion and influence. Observations show that people today shift from them to other
newly founded churches or ministries known as the independent churches. A great
number of people appear to be attracted to these ministries and are daily joining them,
leaving the mainline churches behind. This study taken with a positive attitude may
provide hope for the mainliners to discover their areas of weaknesses thus seeking
voluntary change in the methods of ministry to improve their effectiveness in the
community.
Research Questions and/or Hypotheses
Three primary questions guided the research of this dissertation.
Research Question #1
What practices of independent ministries, as identified by their leaders and laity,
have the greatest impact on the community?
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Answers to this question identified the practices applied by the independent
ministries that make their impact greatly felt in the Tanzanian community. Questionnaires
and interviews administered to the laity as well as the leaders revealed the best practices
that make the independent churches popular and attractive in the community. The
questionnaires and the interviews focused on retrieving feedback on how the ministries
are carried out in the areas of evangelism, discipleship, leadership styles, church growth,
and community services.
Research Question #2
What practices of mainline churches, as identified by their leaders and laity, have
the greatest impact on the community?
As in question number one above, the same type of questionnaires and interviews
were applied in order to discover the practices in their ministries that produce good
results in the community and those that need adjustment or improvement. The same areas
of ministries were targeted for participant’s responses so as to discover the strengths and
weaknesses (i.e., evangelism, discipleship, leadership styles, church growth, and
community services).
Research Question #3
What best practices could be implemented or enhanced by mainline churches to
increase community impact?
The results obtained in questions one and two above enabled me to discover the
practices that could bring good ministry results to both the independent churches and the
mainline churches. Since the aim of the project was to identify the best ministry practices
that can be applied by the mainliners in order to improve their effectiveness in the
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community, the practices observed in question number one would likely be the ones that
the mainline churches need to study and emulate in their ministries.
Participants
The participants for this study were a criterion-based selected sample composed
of church leaders and laity from both the mainline and independent churches. The leaders
consisted of recognized local pastors, presbyters, bishops, apostles, Bible college
teachers, evangelists, and prophets, while the laity was comprised of the youth, the
middle aged, and the adults, male and females. A total of one hundred and five laity and
leaders altogether were involved in responding to the questionnaires and the interviews.
Most of the participants came from the urban churches. A total of fifty leaders from five
Tanzania regions participated in responding to the questionnaires and interviews
conducted by the researcher. Twenty-five leaders came from the independent churches
and twenty five from the mainline churches. The selection of participants took into
consideration church leaders and laity who had been affiliated with their churches or
ministries for a long time in order to get reliable and knowledgeable data. Ages of the
participants varied from fifteen and above.
Design of the Study
This study was a mixed methods design that utilized qualitative and quantitative
research. The aim of the study was to identify the best ministry practices to improve the
impact of the mainline churches on the community by surveying church leaders and laity
from both the independent ministries and mainline churches. I used two methods to
collect data: (1) five questionnaires with closed-end questions, and (2) a one-to-one semistructured interview with open-ended questions. The responses from the questionnaires
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and the interviews were intended to reveal the areas of strengths and weaknesses in the
mainline churches as well as the independent churches on the ways, means, and methods
of conducting their ministries, thereby highlighting what are the best ministry practices
that have a greater impact on the community. The five topics used in the questionnaires to
collect the data were chosen by considering what churches are doing related to holistic
ministry. The topics are key features to a holistic and contextualized ministry. They
altogether represent the physical and spiritual aspects of the church’s life. Jesus’
incarnational and holistic ministry as well as of the apostle Paul were not void of these
features. Most people in my culture feel free and secure to express their views through
questionnaires.
Instrumentation
The instrumentation was a mixed methods design that utilized researcherdesigned, closed-ended questionnaires and semi-structured interviews. The
questionnaires and interviews provided data to measure the perceived effectiveness of the
independent churches and the mainline churches in the community of Tanzania. They
were directed to the laity as well as the leaders of the mainline and independent churches.
The six questionnaires addressed these areas: discipleship, eight questions (see Appendix
A); evangelism, twenty-three questions (see Appendix B); leadership, fourteen questions
(see Appendix C); community service, eight questions (see Appendix D); and, church
growth, twenty-one questions (see Appendix E). The interview questionnaire to the
leaders and laity consisted of twelve open-ended questions (see Appendix F). The topics
that were measured in the questionnaires were identified by considering what churches
are doing in relation to holistic ministry.
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The questionnaires were created in consideration of all common ministry
activities practiced by churches. The questions aimed at retrieving information that would
reveal the impact of the ministry practices on the community. The interview questions
went beyond what could be revealed by the questionnaires. They were designed to give
participants enough freedom to explain all they knew about the ministry practices’ impact
in Tanzania, a process that disclosed information that could not be known otherwise.
Expert Review
I submitted six questionnaires as well as the interview questions to two professors
in Tanzania for review and considered their feedback and suggestions. From their
comments I made the necessary adjustments to improve the quality of the questions so as
to help the whole process of collecting the needed data.
My instruments were also reviewed by the professor and my dissertation
committee at Asbury Theological Seminary to make sure that they were relevant to the
project. Their opinions were used to improve the quality of the questions.
Validity
Validity means that the individual’s scores from an instrument make sense, are
meaningful, and enable the researcher, to draw good conclusions from the sample studied
to the population (Creswell 169). In asking questions about these five areas, on
discipleship, evangelism, leadership, community service and church growth, I followed
how others talk about these concepts and then standardized the questions so they would
be clear and understandable to the participants. The questions on the instruments are
representative of all the possible questions that a researcher could ask about the topic.
The scores from the instruments are not only a good predictor of some outcome, but also
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are significant, meaningful, and useful with a purpose. In other words they are a good
measure to understand a sample from my selected population.
Data Collection
During the research project I administered questionnaires and semi-structured
interviews to the selected representative leaders and laity from both the independent and
mainline churches. I distributed questionnaires to the selected leaders and laity at
different times and locations, at churches, colleges, homes, and work places. My cultural
context does not necessarily demand letters of self-introduction or official invitation to
meet the participants. An approved oral request to visit the target places and the people is
a sufficient requirement. The participants represented both genders and were from
different places of Tanzania, with their ages ranging from 15 to 80 years. The number of
participants totaled 105. Participants were given sufficient guidelines and instructions to
respond appropriately to the questionnaires. Enough time was given to each participant to
respond to the distributed questionnaires. At least one week was the maximum period for
return or submission.
Concerning the semi-structured interviews, I chose twenty-five leaders from the
independent churches and twenty-five from the mainline churches. To collect reliable
data I selected key participants who had been members of their ministries or churches for
several years. I conducted one-on-one interviews lasting approximately twenty to thirty
minutes. The interview questionnaire reminded me of the questions to be asked. I posed
general, broad questions to participants to allow them share their views relatively
unconstrained by my perspective. I used telephone calls to interview some leaders whom
I could not reach physically because of distance and time factors. This process was quite
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expensive and so limited the communication time. I maintained a field notebook to record
all the interview responses from the participants.
Data Analysis
According to William Wiersma and Stephen G. Jurs, the analysis of data normally
follows closely the interpretation (202). Questionnaires consisting of quantitative data
were analyzed using descriptive statistics. The researcher coded the data from the two
populations of churches, mainline and independent. All data was put into Microsoft Word
documents to further identify, retrieve, and collate concepts and themes used during the
data collection. The responses from the participants were coded by assigning numerical
values. The response categories were strongly agree, moderately agree, neither agree nor
disagree, moderately disagree, and strongly disagree. The responses were coded as
strongly agree = 5, moderately agree = 4, neither agree nor disagree = 3, moderately
disagree = 2 and strongly disagree = 1. The data was entered on an Excel spreadsheet for
analysis. The range of responses for both independent and mainline churches was
depicted visually with table charts that displayed the number and percentage of
respondents who expressed agreement, disagreement, etc., with each position covered in
my survey. The Likert-scale data was summarized using descriptive statistics with the
mode, or the most frequent responses. The research data was further simplified by
combining the five categories into two nominal categories, agree/disagree, to offer other
analysis possibilities. Best ministry practices were identified by looking at the greater
number of scores the participants gave to the questions or items related.
I read through the data collected from the interviews on what the leaders and laity
said in order to obtain a general sense of the material. I coded the data to locate text
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segments and assign code labels. I also coded the text for description and themes to be
used in the research report.
Ethical Procedures
As I indicated on the questionnaires and interviews, the whole process of
collecting data was administered confidentially. To access the participants in some places
like colleges, institutions, or churches, I needed permission from the site or campus
leaders. My context of study did not demand written letters in advance. My credentials
were sufficient to attain permission to conduct my survey. Participants only required a
good reason of my study to give their consent to complete the questionnaires and respond
to the interviews.
When the dissertation is complete, the copy will be placed in the college library.
Anyone who wants to read it will be able to find it there. In most cases in the context of
my country, only few people will be able to access it. Rarely do people go to the library
to read books, except a few college students and church leaders. The names of the
participants will not appear in the project.
At the conclusion of the research, the data will not be returned to the participants.
Most of it will be destroyed and some will be kept in the computer for future references.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Problem and Purpose
In recent years Tanzania has experienced a great wave of people moving to or
becoming interested in independent churches and ministries. Even if these people do not
join them permanently, still they stay connected to these ministries and churches in one
way or another. Some congregations establish these charismatic movements within their
denominations. Many people belong to both a mainline church, out of loyalty or
respectability, and to an independent church, for their deepest needs. The presence of this
trend implies that something is missing in mainline churches and therefore people look
elsewhere to satisfy and nourish their spiritual hunger. The movement of people has
become a source of attendance decline in mainline churches that is not a good sign of
spiritual development.
The purpose of this study was to identify the best ministry practices for improving
impact of the mainline churches on the community by surveying church leaders and laity
from both independent ministries and mainline churches in Tanzania.
Participants
Participants in my research included fifty-five laity from various parts of
Tanzania. Thirty of them represented the mainline churches while twenty-five
represented the independent churches and ministries. Most of the laity comprised males.
Selection of this sample was based on those who have stayed in the ministries and
churches for a long time enabling them to have enough knowledge on what they were
responding. The sample of church leaders numbered fifty from different denominations
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and ministries. Twenty-five represented church leaders from the mainline churches and
twenty-five others were from the independent churches and ministries. Among the fifty
church leaders, nine were bishops. Few females participated since Tanzania has few
ministers of that gender. The fifty leaders came from various parts of the country. Some
came from Dodoma, representing the central part of Tanzania. Others came from
Mwanza, representing the Western part of Tanzania, Arusha, representing the Northern
part of Tanzania, Dar-es-Salaam, representing the Eastern part of Tanzania, and Mbeya
region, representing the Southern part of Tanzania. The laity, who completed the
questionnaires, came from three places of Tanzania, Arusha, Dodoma, and Dar-esSalaam.
Research Question #1
The first research question that guided this study asked, “What practices of
independent ministry, as identified by their leaders and laity, have the greatest impact on
the community?” Responses from the questionnaires on various topics revealed the
performances of the independent ministries on different areas of discipleship, evangelism,
leadership, community services, and church growth (see Appendixes A-E). High scores
from the responses indicated the ministry practices in which the independent ministries
excel, that have great impact on the community, and therefore are the source of greater
attractiveness to many people. Interview questions to the leaders (see Appendix F)
focused on identifying the practices applied by independent ministries that make them
popular and attractive to the community.
Table 4.1 revealed that independent ministries are generally effective in these
areas of discipleship. They appear to have effective instructional programs to train new
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converts who join their ministries so as to make them strong and mature in faith. The
preaching and teachings to their congregations seem to be successful. Follow-up
programs for new converts are done well. Participants from the independent ministries
revealed that they are satisfied with the spiritual care they receive from their ministries.
The results for physical care, emotional care, and psychological care indicated that the
services are available beyond the minimal point.

Table 4.1. Effectiveness of Discipleship on the Independent Ministries (N=25)
Ministry Practice

Total Average
Score

Instructional programs for new converts available

4.1

Follow up of new converts done well

3.9

Systematic Bible Teachings sufficiently given

3.2

Physical care satisfaction

3.1

Spiritual care satisfaction

4.1

Emotional care satisfaction

3.5

Psychological care satisfaction

3.2

5=Strongly Agree: 4=Moderately Agree: 3=Neither Agree nor Disagree: 2=Moderately Disagree:
1=Strongly Disagree

High scores indicated in Table 4.2, on the areas of leaders and members’
involvement in personal evangelism, evangelistic campaigns, outreach programs, use of
media, belief in the supernatural, prayers offered by leaders to the sick, belief in the
operations of spiritual gifts, and invitation of people to attend deliverance services, have
great impact on the community. The independent ministries demonstrate they are busy in
outreach programs. The involvement of their leaders and followers in such endeavors is
high, reaching many people, and bringing them to the kingdom of God in great numbers.
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Factors on the infilling of the Holy Spirit and the operation of the spiritual gifts seem to
empower and equip the independent ministries to have the community impact indicated.

Table 4.2. Effectiveness of Evangelism by the Independent Ministries (N=25)
Ministry Practice

Total Average
Score

Each year I personally lead one soul to Jesus.

3.1

Evangelistic campaigns are conducted regularly.

4.1

Many members participate in personal evangelism.

3.6

Our ministry has outreach programs.

4.2

Our ministry owns a TV station.

1.5

Our ministry uses TV for evangelism.

3.2

Our ministry owns a radio station.

1.5

Our ministry uses radio for evangelism.

3.1

Our ministry believes in the supernatural.

4.8

Our ministry leaders pray for the sick.

4.9

Members believe in the operation of spiritual gifts.

4.9

Most members are filled with the Holy Spirit.

3.9

Most members invite people for healing ministry.

4.6

5=Strongly Agree: 4=Moderately Agree: 3=Neither Agree nor Disagree: 2=Moderately Disagree:
1=Strongly Disagree

Table 4.3 demonstrates that independent leaders appear to be popular and greatly
accepted by the community because they are dynamic and filled with the power of the
Holy Spirit. They believe in the supernatural, they regularly pray for the sick to meet
peoples’ physical as well as spiritual needs, they visit their followers respectfully, they
are approachable by their followers, they are available when services are needed, they
engage their followers in ministry, they share their ministry vision with their followers,
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and they identify themselves to their adherents. They demonstrate the holistic as well as
the incarnational ministries.

Table 4.3. Effectiveness of Leadership on the Independent Ministries (N=25)
Ministry Practice

Total Average
Score

Most leaders are filled with the Holy Spirit.

4.2

Leaders believe in the miraculous works of God

4.7

Leaders regularly pray for the sick.

4.7

Leaders do pastoral visitation to their members.

4.1

Leaders conduct counseling sessions regularly.

3.9

Members have access to their leaders.

4.1

Leaders are available when needed.

3.9

Leaders use members in ministry.

3.7

Ministry visions and plans are shared with
members.

3.8

Leadership roles in ministry are under Africans.

5.0

5=Strongly Agree: 4=Moderately Agree: 3=Neither Agree nor Disagree: 2=Moderately Disagree:
1=Strongly Disagree

Independent ministries, as Table 4.4 reveals, appear to not be doing very well in
this area of community services. The results showed that from the twenty-five
participants, no one indicated that an independent ministry owned a hospital. Very few
independent ministries are involved in running schools. However, a good number of
independent ministries have orphanages, programs to visit hospitals, programs to visit
prisons, programs to reach and minister to the widows, and programs to visit street kids.
Community services by independent ministries generally appear to be lacking to impact
the community effectively.
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Table 4.4. Effectiveness of Community Services by the Independent Ministries
(N=25)
Ministry Practice
Our ministry has community services.

Total YES
Score
15

Our ministry owns hospitals.

0

Our ministry runs schools.

3

Our ministry runs orphanages.

11

Our ministry has programs to visit hospitals.

10

Our ministry has programs to visit prisons.

10

Our ministry has programs to reach the widows.

14

Our ministry has programs to visit street kids.

7

Attendance growth in the independent churches appears to be fast as indicated in
Table 4.5. Factors contributing to such growth are indicated as: satisfactory spiritual food
given to the members, regular Bible studies, availability of cell groups or fellowships,
commitment of every member to prayer life, worship services lift peoples’ hearts and also
attracts outsiders to attend services, and other church programs are attractive to outsiders.
A combination of dynamic evangelism shown on Table 4.2, Holy Spirit empowered
leadership on Table 4.3, with outstanding ministry practices on Table 4.5, seem to create
an atmosphere conducive to effective church growth on the part of the independent
ministries. The above mentioned ministries practices make people feel at home. They
have their spiritual and physical needs met at a higher level.
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Table 4.5. Effectiveness of Church Growth on the Independent Ministries (N=25)
Ministry Practice

Total Average
Score

Numerical growth increases each year.

4.2

Numerical growth in general is very low.

2.1

Spiritual food given is satisfactory.

4.1

We have regular Bible studies.

3.8

We have cell groups for fellowship.

4.3

We have regular prayer sessions at our ministry.

4.5

Every member is committed to prayer life.

3.9

Preaching and teachings help me walk with God.

4.4

Worship services help and lift me to worship God

4.6

I am active in ministry functions.

4.2

Worship services attract people to our ministry.

4.7

In our ministry, I just feel at home.

4.5

Church programs are attractive to outsiders.

4.1

My personal spiritual growth is promising.

4.1

5=Strongly Agree: 4=Moderately Agree: 3=Neither Agree nor Disagree: 2=Moderately Disagree:
1=Strongly Disagree

As indicated in Table 4.6, the ministry practices with high frequencies are the
ones that were repeatedly mentioned by church leaders, demonstrating that they have
great impact on the community and make the independent ministries popular and
outstanding in the community. Intercession and prayer draws many people because
people are needy. They want to see their physical and spiritual needs met or taken care of
as much as possible. Brotherly love makes people feel at home, loved, and cared for. A
great number of leaders indicated that their success in church growth comes as a result of
diligence and dynamic evangelism, both personal and mass, and other programs related
with the outreach ministries. Results show that deliverance and healing ministries in the
independent churches are given a high priority. One other factor that attracts many people
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to independent ministries is their freedom in ministering and the participatory worship
services. Every member feels that he or she is part of the worship service. In the
interviews a number of leaders revealed that music, counseling sessions, pastoral
visitation, use of media, follow up programs, accessibility of leaders, team work,
flexibility, and care for ministers, are ministry practices that are done better and so make
them more successful in comparison with the mainline churches.
The interviews also revealed the areas of weakness on the part of the independent
ministries. Their leaders pointed out, as is shown in Table 4.6, that the independent
ministries are not very good in church administration, time management, education—
both secular and theological for the leaders, the soundness of their preaching and
teaching, leaders’ integrity, financial stability, or order of worship.
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Table 4.6. Interview Results with the Independent Ministries Leaders (N=25)
Identified Ministry Practices with Great Impact

n

Community services

13

Intercession/prayer

21

Brotherly love manifested

16

Care for ministers

14

Evangelism—personal and mass

18

Pastoral visitation

16

Good administration

11

Time management

10

Use of media: TV, radio, newspapers, etc.

17

Deliverance/healing ministries

21

Good music: choir

19

Participatory worship

21

Education for ministers—secular and theology

10

Follow-up programs for new converts & members

16

Counseling sessions

15

Theologically balanced preaching and teaching

10

Freedom in doing ministry

20

Accessibility of leaders

13

Integrity of leaders

10

Team work

14

Financial stability

11

Order of worship

12

Holy Spirit operations

14

Flexibility

20

Spirituality

13

Data collected from the interview with leaders revealed other ministry practices of
the independent ministries that make them have greater impact on the community, but
their frequencies were very low and therefore were not included on the table.
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Research Question #2
The research question that guided this study in this section asked, “What practices
of mainline churches, as identified by their leaders and laity, have the greatest impact on
the community?” Questionnaires and interviews were applied to discover the ministry
practices that have greater impact on the community as well as those that need adjustment
or improvement. Questionnaires targeted the strengths and weaknesses of discipleship,
evangelism, leadership, community services, and church growth performances of the
mainline churches. The six questionnaires taken together in this study represent a picture
of holistic ministry that touches both the physical and spiritual aspects of humanity.
Table 4.7 demonstrates the effectiveness of discipleship of the mainline churches.
The results show that the follow up of new converts is not healthy. Respondents from the
mainline churches indicated that systematic Bible teachings and instructional programs
for new converts are not transformational. Spiritual care is low as well as emotional and
psychological care. The overall performance in this area of ministry practices,
discipleship dynamism shows to be weak.
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Table 4.7. Effectiveness of Discipleship on the Mainline Churches (N=30)
Ministry Practice

Total Average
Score

Instructional programs for new converts available

2.6

Follow-up of new converts done well

2.2

Systematic Bible teachings sufficiently given

2.1

Physical care satisfaction

4.2

Spiritual care satisfaction

1.1

Emotional care satisfaction

2.4

Psychological care satisfaction

2.3

5=Strongly Agree: 4=Moderately Agree: 3=Neither Agree nor Disagree: 2=Moderately Disagree:
1=Strongly Disagree

Evangelism carried by most of the mainline churches has little impact on the
community as is revealed by the scores in Table 4.8. Most individual members have no
burden for personal evangelism. Evangelistic campaigns are rarely conducted. Mainline
churches take little advantage of using media for evangelism and teaching ministries.
Belief in the supernatural, deliverances, healing ministries, and the empowerment of the
Holy Spirit is not a priority to the majority of the leaders.
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Table 4.8. Effectiveness of Evangelism by the Mainline Churches (N=30)
Ministry Practice

Total Average
Score

Each year I personally lead one soul to Jesus.

2.1

Evangelistic campaigns are conducted regularly.

1.1

Many members participate in personal evangelism.

1.1

Our church has outreach programs.

2.3

Our church owns a TV station.

1.2

Our church uses TV for evangelism.

2.3

Our church owns a radio station.

2.4

Our church uses radio for evangelism.

1.2

Our church believes in the supernatural.

2.5

Our church leaders pray for the sick.

2.6

Members believe in the operation of spiritual gifts.

3.1

Most members are filled with the Holy Spirit.

1.4

Our church invites people for healing ministry.

2.7

People come because they see God working.

2.2

Numerical growth occurs through evangelism.

1.4

5=Strongly Agree: 4=Moderately Agree: 3=Neither Agree nor Disagree: 2=Moderately Disagree:
1=Strongly Disagree

Leadership in the mainline churches is a partnership between Africans and
foreigners, quite different from independent ministries whereby leadership is 100 percent
indigenous, that is, under Tanzanians. This factor appears to be one that makes the
independent churches comfortable for most people because they make congregants feel at
home. This fact demonstrates that people feel more comfortable being under their native
leaders with whom they can identify easily. Table 4.9 indicates that in most of the
ministry practices listed, the respondents expressed dissatisfaction on their performance.
The same practices have great impact on the community when done properly as shown in
Table 4.3 by the independent ministries. Table 4.9 indicates that few leaders from the
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mainline churches are filled with the Holy Spirit, few believe in the supernatural, few
pray for the sick, and few do pastoral visitations. Members do not have sufficient access
to their leaders, in other words, some of their leaders seem to be inaccessible.
Involvement of church members in the ministry is very minimal and sharing vision with
the followers regarding the future of the church is not significantly transparent.

Table 4.9. Effectiveness of Leadership on the Mainline Churches (N=30)
Ministry Practice

Total Average
Score

Most leaders are filled with the Holy Spirit.

1.3

Leaders believe in the supernatural of God.

2.1

Leaders regularly pray for the sick.

2.4

Leaders do pastoral visitation to their members.

1.5

Leaders conduct counseling sessions regularly.

3.2

Members have access to their leaders.

2.3

Leaders are available when needed.

2.2

Leaders use members in church ministry.

1.9

Church visions and plans are shared with members.

2.4

Leadership is shared by both Africans and
foreigners.

4.1

5=Strongly Agree: 4=Moderately Agree: 3=Neither Agree nor Disagree: 2=Moderately Disagree:
1=Strongly Disagree

Among the areas in which the mainline churches excel, are their ministry
practices on community services. Table 4.10 demonstrates that most of the mainline
churches have these services in their communities. People seem to like most mainline
churches and attach to them so that they can benefit from their community services such
as hospitals, schools, and orphanages. Research results show that community services
have great impact on the Tanzanian community. Churches and ministries who run such
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services have a big advantage of using them as tools through which they can touch the
communities with the love of God.

Table 4.10. Effectiveness of Community Services by the Mainline Churches (N=30)
Ministry Practice

Total YES
Score

Our church has community services.

25

Our church owns hospitals.

12

Our church runs schools.

15

Our church runs orphanages.

21

Our church has programs to visit hospitals.

15

Our church has programs to visit prisons.

13

Our church has programs to reach the widows.

17

Our church has programs to visit street kids.

12

Church growth in mainline churches (see Table 4.11) is not as fast as in the
independent ministries (see Table 4.5). Ministry practices as demonstrated in Table 4.11
are weak. Participants indicated that the spiritual food is not satisfactory. The regular
Bible studies and cell group fellowships are not healthy. The prayer sessions conducted
are not very effective. Scores in the church members’ commitment to prayer life,
inspiring worship services, and attractiveness of church programs, personal feelings of
members on their spiritual progress, ministry participation of every member, and the
members’ feeling of belonging to their churches is low. A few areas that indicate a little
life include preaching, teaching, and music.
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Table 4.11. Effectiveness of Church Growth on the Mainline Churches (N=30)
Ministry Practice

Total Average
Score

Numerical growth increases each year.

2.2

Numerical growth in general is very slow.

2.0

Spiritual food given is satisfactory.

2.4

We have regular Bible studies.

1.6

We have cell groups for fellowship.

2.1

We have regular prayer sessions at church.

2.6

Every church member is committed to prayer life.

2.7

Preaching and teachings help me walk with God.

3.1

Worship services at our church are inspiring.

1.3

Music in our church helps me worship God.

3.4

I am active in church ministries.

2.7

Worship service attracts people to our church.

2.1

In our church I just feel at home.

2.8

Church programs are attractive to outsiders.

2.7

My personal spiritual growth is promising.

2.5

5=Strongly Agree: 4=Moderately Agree: 3=Neither Agree nor Disagree: 2=Moderately Disagree:
1=Strongly Disagree

Gathering data from the leaders was interesting, especially the way most of them
expressed transparency in responding to the interviews. Results given on Table 4.12
demonstrated the ministry practices, as identified by the mainline church leaders that
have greater impact on the community. Mainline churches do well on the community
services as the participants’ frequency show. The mainline churches are also well
organized and very good in church administration. Time management is better compared
to the independent ministries (see Table 4.6, p. 90). Education for ministers both secular
and theological, theologically balanced preaching and teaching, integrity of leaders, order
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of worship, financial stability and spirituality, are areas in which the mainline churches
excel.
Other ministry practices indicated are neglected or not satisfactorily done;
therefore they hinder church spiritual life and development. The practices include
intercession and prayer, brotherly love, care for ministers, evangelism, pastoral visitation,
use of media, deliverance and healing services, participatory worship, follow up
programs for new converts and members, counseling sessions, freedom in ministering,
accessibility of leaders, team work, Holy Spirit operations, and flexibility. These areas
need significant improvement.
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Table 4.12. Interview Results with the Mainline Churches’ Leaders (N=25)
Identified Ministry Practices with Great Impact

n

Community services

22

Intercession/prayer

11

Brotherly Love manifested

5

Care for ministers

7

Evangelism: personal and mass

8

Pastoral visitation

5

Good administration

20

Time management

17

Use of media—TV, Radio, newspapers, etc.

5

Deliverance/healing ministries

10

Good music—choir

13

Participatory worship

10

Education for ministers—secular and theology

21

Follow up programs for new converts & members

7

Counseling sessions

7

Theologically balanced preaching and teaching

18

Freedom in doing ministry

11

Accessibility of leaders

10

Integrity of leaders

17

Teamwork

6

Financial stability

18

Order of worship

19

Holy Spirit operations

8

Flexibility

10

Spirituality

16

Research Question #3
Research Question 3 examined “What best practices could be implemented or
enhanced by mainline churches to increase community impact?” Results obtained in
Research Questions 1 and 2 enabled me to discover ministry practices that are more
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effective in both independent ministries and mainline churches. In order for the mainline
churches to improve their impact on the community—the best ministry practices
observed in Research Question 1—that make the independent ministries successful in the
community, are the ones the mainline churches need to adopt and implement. The results
from the questionnaires and the interview, suggest that the best ministry practices that
could be enhanced and improved by the mainline churches to improve community impact
include pastoral visitation, brotherly love, use of media for evangelism, involvement of
the whole body of church in both personal and mass evangelism, and ministry as a team.
Other best ministry practices involve individuals and church as a whole commitment to
prayer life, belief in the supernatural, praying for the sick, conducting healing and
deliverance services. The infilling of the Holy Spirit, the operation of the spiritual gifts in
the churches, promotion of participatory worship whereby the whole body of the
congregation feel engaged, and involving church members in different church ministries,
are all important. Not forgetting having enough counseling sessions to solve peoples’
problems, improving church music and making it more contemporary, improving
leadership accessibility, improving follow up programs for new converts and members in
general, and becoming flexible to new things that seem beneficial and can increase the
community impact.
The practices mentioned above indicated high scores and frequencies from the
participants. They are the best because they have greater impact on the community.
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Summary of Major Findings
The study produced some significant findings.
1. A majority of the participants demonstrated that mainline churches have to
reevaluate their evangelism methods in order to improve community impact.
2. The data indicated that the mainline churches miss a balanced holistic ministry.
3. The research data revealed that the mainline churches fall short on
incarnational ministry.
4. Research results indicated that denominational churches stress less
participatory ministry than independent ministries.
5. Data indicated that the mainline churches do not give strong attention to the
activities of the Holy Spirit like the nondenominational churches.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Major Findings
This project originated from a desire to know why, in recent years in Tanzania,
the independent ministries are experiencing a fast growth of their churches, while at the
same time the mainline churches are experiencing a gradual decline in popularity, losing
their spiritual impact on the community. The research project was based on identifying
the best ministry practices for improving the impact of mainline churches on the
community by surveying church leaders and laity from both independent ministries and
mainline churches. The instruments administered for the research included questionnaires
and interviews. The questionnaires covered topics on discipleship, evangelism;
leadership, community services, and church growth (see Appendixes A-E). The
interviews consisted of open-ended questions. The questions were general and broad to
allow participants to share their views with maximum freedom (see Appendix F).
The literature review in Chapter 2 discussed several factors why the independent
churches in most parts of Africa have gained greater popularity and success in their
communities than the mainline churches. Independent churches in Africa have proved to
reflect the concerns most pressing to local people, concerns that were not necessarily
those discerned by missionaries. They have shown their ministries to be incarnational in
nature, identifying with people in every way possible. Independent churches in Africa
seem to represent a place to feel at home. They are a response to Christianity in African
terms. These churches represent cultural renaissance in reaction to the cultural
imperialism of the mission work of historic churches. They try to accommodate Christian
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belief within an African worldview. Churches of the West and their daughter churches in
Africa have the stamp of individualism that characterizes Western society after the
industrial revolution. That goes against the ethos of African societies, which proverbially
view life more communally. African independent churches represent a renewal
movement particularly in terms of effective evangelism and better communication of the
gospel than was received from the churches founded in the West. For Pentecostals in
particular, glossolalia is a supernatural way by which God wishes the so called heathens
to be converted to Christianity. African Independent churches mostly preach messages
that promise solutions for present felt needs like sickness and the fear of evil spirits. The
churches are mostly of a Pentecostal type that have contextualized and indigenized
Christianity in an African context. In African Pentecostalism, experience and practice are
usually more important than the preciseness of dogma. In Africa, Pentecostal-like
movements manifested in thousands of indigenous churches have changed radically the
face of Christianity there, simply because they have proclaimed a holistic gospel of
salvation that includes deliverance from all types of oppression like sickness, sorcery,
evil spirits, and poverty. This type of ministry has met the needs of Africans more
fundamentally than the rather spiritualized and intellectualized gospel that was mostly the
legacy of European and North American missionaries. Western churches emphasize
Christology while the African Independent churches make the Holy Spirit the focus of
belief and practice—power made manifest in healing, exorcism and mission. The
churches also represent a radically Biblicist movement. Protestants claim that the Bible is
an open book for individual interpretation where the African Independent churches have
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seen the Bible as a source to legitimize a wide variety of basic Christian patterns, often of
special relevance to local conditions or of special appeal to local people.
The flexibility of the independent ministries in allowing women to participate
fully in ministry, has given them greater acceptance in the African cultural setting.
Women in almost all culture have being considered as weak and unable to hold certain
roles. Slowly they have proved to be able in many areas even more than men. They have
come out boldly to lead big ministries and do pastoral work. They have shown to be
capable and successful in ministry when trusted, supported and given opportunity.
The research on this project has particularly revealed the best ministry practices
that have great impact on the community of Tanzania. The practices are challenges
needed by the mainline churches to improve their impact on the community.
Re-Evaluation of Evangelism Methods
Interviews with church leaders and the results of the questionnaires demonstrated
that the mainline churches in general are weak in evangelism. Rigidity in their methods
of ministering is one area among many that needs improvement (see Tables 4.8 and 4.12,
pp. 93 and 98). The churches are strict in following their traditions regardless of the new
needs, and changing situations in the contemporary world. Churches have found
themselves becoming less and less effective in evangelistic enterprises. Creativity and
flexibility in evangelistic methods has little chance to be exercised. Church leaders are
forced to do the same things repeatedly because of church policy. The church’s
evangelism methods in preaching and teaching had become more centered on rituals and
religious activities whereby human deeds were considered a source of receiving
justification from God. After a careful study of the Word of God, Luther found that the
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tradition was theologically wrong. The basic message content in evangelism was no
longer biblical and needed reevaluation. The redemptive message in evangelism should
be biblically sound. Luther emphasized that justification simply comes by faith alone in
Jesus Christ and not through church traditions. This same mistake has taken root in many
mainline churches today where traditions are dominant and have affected the work of
evangelism. Success in evangelism begins with looking first at the content of the message
which should be biblically sound and contextualized.
Dominant monotony in doing things routinely and traditionally has made the
mainline churches become dry and less inspirational in most of their ministry practices.
One leader responding to the interview said, “The independent ministries are making a
greater impact on our culture than the mainline churches are. In fact, the mainline
churches are no longer mainline (at the center of things as they once were) but have
become sidelined.” The mainline churches have tended to become overly institutionalized
and focused on self-preservation whereas the independent churches are more flexible in
adapting to culture and are more outwardly focused. Although some exceptions to this
perception are apparent, the mainline churches that are thriving are learning from the
independent churches, and not the other way around.
Most participants indicated that the attention given to the Holy Spirit’s role is less
in most of the denominational churches, emphasis in prayer life for leaders and believers
is little, team work is not utilized well, and the supernatural is rare (see Tables 4.8, 4.9,
and 4.12, pp. 93, 94, and 98). The participants’ mean responses to the Holy Spirit
operations—prayer, intercessions, teamwork, and outreach programs—are very low.
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Use of media like television, radio, newspapers, internet, and other technologies
to advance the gospel is an opportunity not fully used by mainline churches. I observed
that the independent ministries are very good at using technology to make them known
by the community, which has proved to be very effective in communicating the gospel.
Many leaders from mainline churches indicated a lack of the use of media for the
propagation of the gospel and they suggested the need to imitate the independent
ministries in this practice. The comparison of participants’ responses on the use of media
between the denominational churches and the independent ministries (see Tables 4.6 and
4.12, pp. 90 and 98), show that community impact by the independent ministries is
greater than that of the denominational churches. Media use is discussed in the literature
review as one of the factors that causes great success in the ministries of
nondenominational churches in Africa. The incarnational ministry explained in the
theological framework demands identification with people to be successful. Media has
helped independent ministries be known by the community, who they are, where they are,
and what they are doing, and the outcome of what they are doing. Mainline churches will
hopefully see this need and use media effectively. Use of media is expensive, but the fruit
it produces is more important than money. Financially, the mainline churches are more
able to afford the tool compared to the independent ministries. Many church leaders
revealed that financial management in the mainline churches is stable.
Literature review discussions in Chapter 2 indicate that the reasons behind the
successful ministries of Jesus, the apostles, and the early church in evangelism centered
on the Holy Spirit’s empowerment, prayer, teamwork, and the accompaniment of the
supernatural. Jesus took prayer seriously as a requirement for a strong ministry. He
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depended on the leading of the Holy Spirit. He sent disciples for ministry in teams, and
miracles were a common occurrence in his ministry. The same is seen in the life of the
apostles, they treated prayer with much respect; their ministries were a team work.
Personal and mass evangelism involved every believer and the impact was great. Their
ministries were followed by signs and wonders as proof of what they were doing. Their
ministries were powerful and attractive to the community. Mainline churches need to
copy the methods and ministry practices applied by Jesus, the early Church, apostles, and
the independent ministries that caused success in evangelism. They need a change in their
methods, adopting the team work, whole body of church involvement in personal and
mass evangelism, use of media, having outreach programs, transformational discipleship
sessions, effective follow up programs, and Holy Spirit empowered ministries.
A Balanced Holistic Ministry
A holistic ministry is one that touches both the spiritual and physical aspects of a
human being. Human beings have spiritual as well as physical needs that need ministered
to. Results in Chapter 4 reveal that the mainline churches do better in meeting the
physical needs of the community rather than the spiritual. The participants’ mean
response for community services impact by the mainline churches, touching the physical
aspect is higher while the independent ministry is low (see Tables 4.4 and 4.10, pp. 87
and 95). Mainline churches as demonstrated in the research results have hospitals,
universities, colleges, hostels, hotels, primary and secondary schools, orphanages,
vocational training centers, and many other projects where Tanzanians and even
foreigners receive different kinds of services thus making them popular in that area. Their
concentration is one sided compared to the independent ministries that are better in
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spiritual things and a bit in physical. The mainline churches lack balance. Not only they
have to maintain what they are doing for the physical but also improve the spiritual
aspect. Community services are good tools that can be used by churches to show God’s
love to the community while at the same time communicating the gospel. Unfortunately,
the mainline churches do not take full advantage, the services are mainly meant for
employment and charity.
Interview results with the independent ministries leaders indicated that
community services carried out by the mainline churches are ministry practices worthy to
be emulated because they touch people’s lives. One leader said, “If the denominational
churches would have also done well in the spiritual side as they excel in the physical part,
they would have conquered the world.” A balance between the two brings a maximum
impact on the community.
The literature review in Chapter 2 vastly revealed that the great impact of the
African Independent Churches, the ministries of Moses, Jesus, and the apostles came as a
result of their holistic ministries. Magesa reports that Pentecostal-like movements
manifested in thousands of indigenous churches have changed so radically the face of
Christianity in Africa, simply because they have proclaimed a holistic gospel of salvation
that includes deliverance from all types of oppression like sickness, sorcery, evil spirits,
and poverty. This ministry has met the needs of Africans more fundamentally than the
rather spiritualized and intellectualized gospel that was mostly the legacy of European
and North American missionaries. The good news in Africa, Pentecostals declare, is that
God meets all the needs of people, including their spiritual salvation, physical healing,
and other material needs.
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The ministry of Moses, as is expected of all ministries today, to be successful and
appealing to the community, was holistic. Moses’ ministrations touched all areas of
peoples’ lives, spiritually as well as physically. When people needed their physical needs
met, God through his servant Moses provided (Exod. 15:11-25). In several other
instances, God through Moses provided when the children of Israel had genuine physical
needs. From chapter 20 of the book of Exodus, and in the entire book of Leviticus, God is
seen through the ministry of Moses dealing with the spiritual matters and worship for the
children of Israel. The Ten Commandments and other full instructions for the worship of
God are given. God’s service to his people is holistic, both physical and spiritual. The
two ministry practices cannot be separated and should go alongside for greater
community impact.
The reason behind the success of Jesus’ ministry lies on the fact that his ministry
was a perfect example of a holistic ministry. The four gospels clearly indicate that
everything Jesus did was a combination of spiritual and physical aspects of a holistic
ministry. His ministry touched both the spiritual and physical aspects of a human being.
He spent hours preaching and teaching the Word of God in villages and towns. His
priority was “first the kingdom of God and other things will be added to you” (Matt.
6:33), but he was very sensitive and did not neglect the physical need whenever it was
felt. Matthew reports that “when Jesus saw a crowd, he had compassion on them, he
healed the sick and miraculously provided food because they were hungry and far from
the town” (14: 13-21). He shows how he was concerned with the needs of people in all
areas. Jesus ministry models that a successful ministries that effectively impact the
community, should be holistic. His ministry manifests that man needs to be ministered in
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all areas, spiritual and physical, each receiving its proper measure. Ministers of the gospel
in all churches, pastors, teachers, evangelists, apostles, prophets, and the rest who desire
to see their ministry succeed can learn from Jesus example. None should mistakenly lean
at one side and forget the other.
Much of what is revealed in the book of Acts in regards to the ministry of the
apostles, in the early church movement, is that their ministries were successful because
they followed the pattern of Jesus’ ministry. They administered the gospel holistically by
meeting people’s spiritual as well as physical needs (Acts 2:42-7). These are the patterns
the church of today needs for successful ministry. Churches need to have holistic
ministries in which they meet the total needs of people, spiritually and physically.
The spiritual fellowship of believers at Jerusalem, their charity towards the needy,
and care for the widow, indicates ministry that was holistic. Believers shared their
property out of love to meet the needs of their fellow members. The apostles were in
front to administer the Word, and ministry assistants, the deacons, took care of the
physical needs. The holistic ministry is also seen from the Macedonian churches (2 Cor.
8:1-24), as was organized by the apostle Paul. They collected a relief fund to help a needy
church in Jerusalem when it was strike with a hunger problem. The success of the early
Church in ministry can be described as part due to a balanced ministry that was holistic.
Much of what is seen today in churches is the imbalance of doing ministry. Some
emphasize on the physical part and neglect the spiritual, and others emphasize the
spiritual side and forget about the physical aspect. Churches should reevaluate their
ministries in light of Jesus ministry as well of the apostles.
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Research results indicates that the mainline churches lean more on the physical
aspect of ministry while the independent ministries lean more on the spiritual; however,
the independent ministries have a better balance between the two aspects of ministry.
Mainline churches need a balanced holistic ministry in order to improve their
community impact apart from the good community services they engage in. They need to
maintain such quality, and then add the spiritual as well. The independent ministries also
need to maintain their spiritual quality and improve their community services impact on
the community.
Incarnational Ministry in Leadership
Incarnational ministry refers to a process whereby messengers of the gospel
identify themselves with people in all ways possible, contextualizing the message in
order to win them for Christ. Jesus identified with people by taking the human form,
living among them, revealing God to them, and becoming the source of humanity’s
redemption.
People feel good when they are loved and cared for by their spiritual leaders. This
care only happens when church leaders identify themselves with those they lead.
Identification is shown in different ways: in pastoral visitation, counseling sessions,
interaction with people, and accessibility of leaders to their followers in order to minister
their needs effectively. As he was responding to my interview, one leader from the
mainline churches said, “One of the reasons that make the nondenominational churches
successful is the way their leaders interact with their members. They are close to people,
and people feel cared.” Observation of research results shows that the mainline churches
can improve in this area to be able to impact the community. Table 4.9 indicates that
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pastoral visitation is weak, having the mean response 1.5. Counseling sessions had a
participants’ mean response of 3.2. Accessibility of leaders looks unhealthy, having a
mean response of 2.3. Availability of leaders is also not good, having a mean response of
2.2. Comparing these results with the interviews from the church leaders, Table 4.12
reflects a similar picture of weakness on the incarnational ministry by the mainline
churches. Brotherly love impact on the community is 11 by frequency, pastoral visitation
5, counseling sessions 7 and accessibility of leaders 10.
Considering again the literature review in Chapter 2 as well as the theological
framework discussed in Chapter 1, the incarnational ministry is well elaborated as an
essential practice for community impact by the churches. Pobee notes that the African
Independent Churches are a place where the natives feel comfortable (Dictionary of the
Ecumenical Movement, 13). The churches do their best to contextualize the gospel to the
context of African cultural setting, a practice which was overlooked by the early
missionaries. Africans in that way felt they were alienated from the gospel dressed in
European culture. African Independent Churches actually represent an indigenizing
movement in Christianity.
Moses was able to lead more than 2 million people in the wilderness by the grace
of God, but also, God prepared in him a heart that would be used for a great ministry that
was so challenging. Moses’ first hand educational achievement in Egypt did not make
him feel superior and be set apart from his brothers. He was close to them and did not
like seeing them oppressed. He was willing to stay with them, suffer with them, and serve
them to his best ability (Heb. 11:27-37). Successful ministry demands minister’s
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identification with people. People want to be under leaders who appear to be involved
with them in their daily needs and cries.
Jesus ministry that covered three and a half years was perfect in all areas. As an
incarnational ministry he himself took the human form to identify with people (John 1:
14; Phil. 2:5-11). During his life in the world he lived with people, interacted with them,
worked among them, and did all things like them except he committed no sin. His
interaction with people enabled him to communicate the gospel effectively. His
incarnational ministry was the only way God chose to redeem humankind. He bore all the
costs of becoming a human being because of his love to people. Through this type of
ministry, he was able to fulfill the will of God, revealing his plan to humankind, and
conquering sin and death.
In the same manner, ministers of the gospel should engage themselves in a
ministry that is incarnational. Identification with people opens doors to communicate the
gospel effectively. Successful ministry cannot happen if church leaders will stay far from
the people they lead.
Paul’s ministry reflected the qualities of an incarnational ministry following the
pattern of Jesus ministry (1 Cor. 11:1). He tried all he can in order to win people for the
gospel. The Bible says, “He became all things to all men so that by all possible means he
might save some” (1 Cor. 9:19-23). His messages were well contextualized to be
understandable to the listeners of different cultural settings. He adapted his messages to
cultural settings without compromise. Every preacher or communicator of the Word must
face this challenge regardless of the cultural setting he or she is located. The current
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multilayered and fast-changing cultural settings require the skills of a contextualized
gospel for the church to become a bridge between different cultures.
A challenge remains to the mainline churches to intentionally learn and practice
the principles demonstrated. Incarnational ministry is necessary for the greater impact on
the community.
Participatory Ministry
Most participants in the interview with leaders indicated the concern for
participatory ministry. Mainline church leaders admitted that they miss the participatory
ministry liked by many people and incorporated into the service by the independent
ministries. One leader from an independent church gave his advice on implementing the
participatory worship:
The mainline church leaders can learn to involve the whole congregation
in participatory worship and other ministry practices. They need not only
conduct prayers and other things by themselves because this way makes
the worship service mechanical. Sometimes they should let all people pray
and sing together while everybody is involved in heartfelt expressions.
Not only one leader indicated the need of participatory worship in nondenominational
churches, but also others including laity felt the same way. People want to feel that they
are a part of the worship service.
Research results in Table 4.11 indicated that worship services in the mainline
churches do not attract people. The mean response is 2.1 compared to 4.7 by the
independent churches. Table 4.5 (p. 88) indicates that the mainline churches’
participatory worship frequency is 10 (see Table 4.12, p. 98) while the independent
ministries’ is 21 (see Table 4.6, p. 90). Participatory worship as demonstrated by research
results in both the questionnaires and interviews is one of the ministry practices that make
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the impact of the independent ministries on the community great. Lack of this ministry
practice on the mainline churches affects and reduces their community impact.
In the literature review in Chapter 2 one reason discussed behind the success of
African independent churches is their participatory worship style. Africans worship style
is expressional whereby people sing together, clap hands, play, and dance (McCain 11213; Ikenga-Metuh 151-71). The worship style is quite different from the Western world
which appears to be emotionally reserved. Unfortunately, when the Westerners brought
the gospel to Africa, they carried the same attitude into the churches they established.
Participatory worship in the independent churches is accompanied with music,
using the modern musical instruments, the keyboards, guitars and the like. Local
instruments have become outdated to the new generation.
The freedom of worship observed in the independent churches is not fully enjoyed
in the mainline churches. Most mainline churches still observe the Western style of
worship, where emotions are strictly limited. Africans seem to enjoy the freestyle of
worship observed in the independent churches and is one reason for the fast growing of
the churches. Most people are attracted especially the new generation, which is the
majority in all congregations.
Mainline churches impact on the community will be greatly improved by
adopting more the participatory way of worship as is done in other independent churches.
Most congregations today in the mainline churches try to be flexible, slowly introducing
participatory worship after observing its impact on the community.
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Holy Spirit-Empowered Leadership
Through interviews with church leaders, the results revealed that lack of the
needed impact on the community by the mainline churches is due to the ignorance of the
Holy Spirit’s power in their ministries. Few church ministers from the mainline churches
are filled with the Holy Spirit and believe in the operations of the spiritual gifts (see
Table 4.9, p. 94). Research results indicated that most independent ministries leaders are
filled with the Holy Spirit and believe in the supernatural (see Table 4.3, p. 86), being one
of the reasons behind their successful gospel campaigns and fast growing churches.
Much is reported in the literature review in Chapter 2 about the importance and
effectiveness of leadership empowered by the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit’s power on
Jesus’ disciples transformed them in many ways and the impact of his empowerment is
seen from Pentecost onwards throughout the book of Acts. The apostles’ preaching
became effective and thousands responded. Wonders and signs accompanied their
ministries. Speaking on the distinguishing marks of the African Independent Ministries,
Dowley says that African Independent Churches make the Holy Spirit the focus of belief
and practice. While they firmly believe in the person of Jesus Christ, they appear more at
home with the Holy Spirit, especially since Christ has ascended into heaven (13).
McCain, Mwaura, and Zvanaka report that one of the reasons Pentecostalism has been
received so well in Africa is the fact that its leadership believes in the empowerment and
the supernatural manifestations of the Holy Spirit (McCain 64-65), different from the
West where much of the church, though accepting the miracles of Jesus, has been so
influenced by the scientific approach to life that few people expect supernatural healing
to take place.
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This evidence implies that ministries become effective when ministers are filled
with the power of the Holy Spirit. Jesus commanded his disciples not to leave Jerusalem
until they were clothed with power from on high (Luke 24:45-49). He knew that without
the Holy Spirit’s empowerment, ministries cannot bring the desired results. He, as the
Son of God, and truly God, was filled with the Holy Spirit (Acts 10:3-38); the
requirement for human messengers should be no less.
In chapter four of the book of Acts, as well as in other parts of the book, the
impact of a new movement, the Holy Spirit-filled church that was led by Jesus’ disciples
in the Jewish community is seen. The church started as a small group but grew fast and
its impact was well felt by the Jewish community and authorities to the extent that the
fellowship posed a threat to their religious ways. This movement was born out of the
major Jewish religion, Judaism. Because the Pentecost church was empowered by the
presence of the Holy Spirit, the ministry was well accepted by those who heard and saw
what was happening. Signs and wonders were occurring; people received the ministry of
the Word of God and were satisfied; the fellowship of believers and their love and charity
towards other people attracted the attention of crowds. People saw God being preached as
alive and as one who can meet their daily needs and cries. Ministry by the newly formed
movement attracted and won many followers to the faith.
Leadership in the mainline churches can learn from these examples of the truth of
the Holy Spirit’s empowerment for greater community impact. Jesus was empowered by
the Holy Spirit for ministry; the early church was empowered by the Holy Spirit for
ministry; and the apostles were empowered by the Holy Spirit for ministry, so should the
mainline churches’ leadership today.
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Implications of the Findings
This study provides a good groundwork for the mainline church’s evaluation of
their ministry practices’ effectiveness for community impact. In order to have the needed
impact on the community, ministry practices by the churches require improvement in
light of the weaknesses pointed out by the research data.
The study demonstrates that for a church’s greater impact on the community, a
holistic ministry is necessary, touching both the spiritual and physical aspects of a human
life. Additionally, the leadership style directing the process needs to be Holy Spirit
empowered and incarnational, identifying with people and contextualizing the message,
making it relevant to the audience.
Furthermore, the mainline church’s methodologies of doing ministry needs
flexibility, replacing the old nonproductive ministry practices with new ones that seem to
fit and produce the desired results.
Limitations of the Study
This study did not go deep into the theologies of the independent ministries and
the mainline churches. The study concentrated mostly on identifying the reasons behind
the rapid growth of the independent ministries.
Due to time constraints, I could not follow all the original data analysis steps,
especially the use of an Excel spreadsheet to calculate the standard deviation. All data
and results were recorded in a field notebook.
Suspicion of my research intent created resistance from some leaders and laity to
responding to my questionnaires and interview. However, quite a good number of
participants’ cooperated well with my research processes.
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Denominational differences also posed reluctance to some leaders responding to
my interview requests. Accessibility to some mainline church leaders and independent
ministry leaders was not always possible.
Instruments used in my research, the questionnaires and the interviews could have
been improved. Some questions were irrelevant, so they could not provide a meaningful
data. In other questionnaires, the questions were unnecessarily many.
Unexpected Observations
One surprise I noted was the openness and transparency of most of the leaders
who responded to the interview questions. In general, transparency in African culture is
not automatic. The leaders were willing to tell the truth of their church’s or ministry’s
weaknesses to let others learn and avoid repeating the same mistakes. The information
they provided is a valuable data for churches and ministries to reflect on and spot what
needs improvement in church health and growth.
Another surprise was the fact that many participants indicated a desire to know
the results of my research showing that the data obtained would be valuable to church
leaders who will read it and understand the best ministry practices needed by churches
today for effective community impact. With great anticipation church leaders inquired
how they can access the research outcomes.
I also found that quite a good number of denominational congregations are
spiritually strong thus growing numerically rather than losing followers. Their impact are
well felt by the community.
Finally, I observed that not all leaders who promised participation in my research
interviews kept their promises due to unknown reasons, possibly because of some
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unexpected interferences in their lives, reasons beyond their control, or simply avoiding
involvement in something they had little interest.
Recommendations
This study has generated valuable information and knowledge that could be
helpful to the Tanzanian churches, especially the mainline churches. In order to maximize
the benefit of this study, several recommendations may be appropriate.
The first recommendation is that church leaders from the mainline churches need
to take intentional initiatives of learning, from the independent ministries, the ministry
practices that give them better ministry results. Both the independent ministries and the
mainline churches have good practices to be learned by their counterparts to enhance
impact on the community. The motive behind should be what positives can be learned to
build the kingdom of God.
The second recommendation is that leaders from the mainline churches will
benefit fully from the independent ministries if they will open brotherly interaction with
the independent ministry leaders on the basis of exchanging views on doing the work of
God. People learn from each other’s experiences.
For further study I would recommend that the mainline churches revisit the
doctrine of the person of the Holy Spirit to learn what the Bible teaches about the Holy
Spirit’s role in the church as seen in the life of Jesus, the apostles, and the early Church.
The third recommendation is that the mainline churches need to be flexible in
ministry. After learning their shortcomings through the processes indicated above, the
leaders need courage to implement what they have learned knowing that what they are
doing is for the sake of God’s kingdom and not for personal gain. Participants indicated
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the presence of much rigidity in their methods and strategies of ministry. The application
of some traditions to the contemporary world, have proved to be a hindrance to good
results in ministry.
For further study, first I would recommend a close and sincere look at the biblical
doctrine and functions of the person of the Holy Spirit in the mainline churches—what
the Bible teaches about the Holy Spirit’s role in the church as seen and reflected in the
life of Jesus, the early church and the apostles. Do we still see the same Holy Spirit
functions today? Has the role of the Holy Spirit changed for today’s church? This kind of
study may illuminate Bible truths that have been neglected by the churches today.
Second, I would recommend that in the future this kind of study be done between
the classical Pentecostals (originating from the foreigners) and the independent ministries
(purely founded by the natives, i.e., Tanzanians). Classical Pentecostals are more closely
related to the independent ministries than other mainline churches. In this study, classical
Pentecostals were counted as mainline churches because of their origins, but most of
them are facing the problem of gradually losing their former impact on the Tanzanian
community.
Postscript
Much thanks and glory should go to God who has enabled me to achieve this goal
in a doctoral journey. For the past twenty years I have had the dream of one day reaching
the point I have reached today, but as the years passed by, such a dream seemed like it
could never come to pass. Many disappointments happened on the way, but the Lord was
faithful to me and through him I could do what I have achieved today. I have become
more than a conqueror. I can do all things through him who strengthens me.
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I have been officially in the ministry for more than twenty-two years as a Bible
College teacher as well as an Associate Pastor in different local churches. Having
attained my doctorate has made me even more humble knowing that I am indebted much
to God. As the Bible says, to those who have been given much, much will be demanded
from them. I feel that my teaching will have greater impact than before from what I have
gained. My prayer is that God will be glorified through what he has invested in me for his
kingdom.
This course of study challenged, revolutionized, and changed my ministry
thinking ways. I was challenged mentally as well as spiritually. My knowledge now has a
wider understanding of the global ministry. I took courses on various topics such as
advanced church leadership, Anthropology for the Global Church, preaching in the global
context, theology of ministry, biblical interpretation, etc. The professors were wonderful
and invested valuable treasure in my heart for ministry. My ministry now is no longer
locally focused and limited but has become globally oriented.
During my course of study, I was missed by my family. The study involved
travelling and spending much time reading books and doing assignments. I thank God by
his grace that despite such tensions, deep in my heart I was with them through prayers.
They prayed for me and wished me well in my studies. My success belongs to them
because without their encouragement I could not have completed this project.
In my research process, I was privileged to meet with many church leaders of
different ministries and denominations. Their contributions as participants have enriched
my understanding about the Tanzanian church as far as ministry is concerned.
To all achievement gained, to God be the glory and honor. I deserve nothing!
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APPENDIX A
DISCIPLESHIP QUESTIONNAIRE
Please circle your identity after reading each of the five statements below.
Church/Ministry membership/Affiliation: IM/MC
Position: Leader/Lay
Gender: Male/Female
Age: /10-20 /21-30 /31-40 /41-50 /51-60 /61-70 /above 70
Region you reside currently:
Instructions for completing the questionnaire: Read the sentences and circle the number
that best represents your view. Your comments will be treated as confidential. Thanks for
your concern.
5

4

3

2

1

Strongly Agree

Moderately Agree

Neither Agree nor
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly Disagree

1-Our church/ministry has special instructional programs for new converts.
54321
2. Follow up of new converts in our church/ministry is done effectively.
54321
3. Teachings for new converts are given in our church/ministry.
54321
4. Systematic Bible teachings are sufficiently given in our church/ministry.
54321
5. I feel satisfied, cared for physically in the church/ministry where I attend.
54321
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5

4

3

2

1

Strongly Agree

Moderately Agree

Neither Agree nor
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly Disagree

6. I feel satisfied, cared for spiritually in the church/ministry where I attend.
54321
7. I feel satisfied, cared for emotionally in the church/ministry where I attend.
54321
8. I feel satisfied, cared for psychologically in the church/ministry where I attend.
54321
9. How many converts does your church/ministry receive each year? Circle one.
a. Over 30 b. 20-29 c. 10-19 d. 5-9 e. 1-4
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APPENDIX B
EVANGELISM QUESTIONNAIRE
Please circle your identity after reading each of the five statements below.
Church/Ministry membership/Affiliation: IM/MC
Position: Leader/Lay
Gender: Male/Female
Age: 10-20 /21-30 /31-40 /41-50 /51-60 /61-70 /above 70
Region you reside currently:
Instructions for completing the questionnaire: Read the sentences and circle the number
that best represent your view. Your comments will be treated as confidential. Thanks for
your concern.
5

4

3

2

1

Strongly Agree

Moderately Agree

Neither Agree nor
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly Disagree

1. Each year I personally lead at least one soul to faith in Jesus.
54321
2. Evangelistic campaigns/meetings are conducted regularly in my church/ministry.
54321
3. In our church/ministry many members participate in personal evangelism.
54321
4. In our church/ministry evangelism is a work mainly done by leaders.
54321
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5

4

3

2

1

Strongly Agree

Moderately Agree

Neither Agree nor
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5. Our church/ministry has systematic teachings based on evangelism.
54321
6. Our church/ministry has outreach programs.
54321
7. Our church/ministry owns a TV station.
54321
8. Our church/ministry uses TV for evangelistic campaigns/preaching/meetings.
54321
9. Our church/ministry owns a radio station.
54321
10. Our church/ministry uses radio for evangelistic campaigns/preaching.
54321
11. My church/ministry believes in supernatural healing.
54321
12. My church/ministry leaders pray for the sick.
54321
13. In my church/ministry individual members practice the gifts of healing.
54321
14. Individual members believe in the operation of Spiritual gifts.
54321
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5

4

3

2

1

Strongly Agree

Moderately Agree

Neither Agree nor
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly Disagree

15. Most members in my church/ministry are filled with the Holy Spirit.
54321
16. Most members in my church/ministry practice the gifts of the Holy Spirit.
54321
17. Our church/ministry invites people for healing services.
54321
18. People witness healings, miracles wrought, and signs at our church/ministry.
54321
19. Many people come to our church/ministry because they see God in the lives of people
here.
54321
20. Our church/ministry numerical growth is mainly through conversions in evangelistic
campaigns.
54321
21. Our church/ministry numerical growth is mainly through people being transferred
from one place to another.
54321
22. Our church/ministry numerical growth is mainly through biological births.
54321
23. I do share my faith with unbelievers.
54321
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APPENDIX C
LEADERSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE
Please circle your identity after reading each of the five statements below.
Church/Ministry membership or affiliation: IM/MC
Position: Leader/Lay
Gender: Male/Female
Age: 10-20 /21-30 /31-40 /41-50 /51-60 /61-70 /above 70
Region you reside currently:
Instructions for completing the questionnaire: Read the sentences and circle the number
that best represent your view. Your comments will be treated as confidential. Thanks for
your concern.
5

4

3

2

1

Strongly Agree

Moderately Agree

Neither Agree nor
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly Disagree

1-Most of our church/ministry leaders are filled with the Holy Spirit.
54321
2. Our church/ministry leaders believe in the supernatural healings/miracles/signs like the
apostles did in the book of Acts.
54321
3. Our leaders pray for the sick regularly in our church/ministry.
54321
4. Our church/ministry leaders are born-again believers.
54321
5. Our church/ministry leaders do pastoral visitation of their members.
54321
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5

4

3

2

1

Strongly Agree

Moderately Agree

Neither Agree nor
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly Disagree

6. Our church/ministry leader(s) conduct counseling sessions for their members.
54321
7. Our church/ministry leader(s) visit our homes.
54321
8. Members have access to their leaders.
54321
9. Our leaders are available when needed.
54321
10. Our leaders teach members about evangelism, outreach, and missions.
54321
11. Our leaders motivate members to tell others about Jesus as savior.
54321
12. Our leaders preach and teach that Jesus is a savior and healer.
54321
13. Our church/ministry encourages every member to take part in the ministries available.
54321
14. Leaders share with us the future plans/visions of our church/ministry
54321
15. Choose one answer and circle it. Leaders in our church/ministry are:
a) Westerners/foreigners
b) Africans (indigenous)
c) Both Westerners/foreigners and Africans (indigenous)
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APPENDIX D
COMMUNITY SERVICES QUESTIONNAIRE
Please circle your identity after reading each of the five statements below.
Church/Ministry membership or affiliation: IM/MC
Position: Leader/Lay
Gender: Male/Female
Age: 10-20 /21-30 /31-40 /41-50 /51-60 /61-70 /above 70
Region you reside currently:
Instructions for completing the questionnaire: Read the sentences and circle the best
answer representing your view. Your comments will be treated as confidential. Thanks
for your concern.

1. Our church/ministry has services for the community.
Yes / No
2. Our church/ministry owns hospitals.
Yes / No
3. Our church/ministry runs schools.
Yes / No
4. Our church/ministry runs orphanages.
Yes / No
5. Our church/ministry has programs to visit hospitals.
Yes / No
6. Our church/ministry has programs to visit prisons.
Yes / No
7. Our church/ministry has programs to minister to the widows.
Yes / No
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8. Our church/ministry has programs to visit street kids.
Yes / No
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APPENDIX E
CHURCH GROWTH (NUMERICAL & SPIRITUAL) QUESTIONNAIRE
Please circle your identity after reading each of the five statements below.
Church/Ministry membership or affiliation: IM/MC
Position: Leader/Lay
Gender: Male/Female
Age: 10-20 /21-30 /31-40 /41-50 /51-60 /61-70 /above 70
Region you reside currently:
Instructions for completing the questionnaire: Read the sentences and circle the number
that best represent your view. Your comments will be treated as confidential. Thanks for
your concern.
5

4

3

2

1

Strongly Agree

Moderately Agree

Neither Agree nor
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly Disagree

1-The number of church members at our church/ministry increases each year.
54321
2. The rate of numerical growth at our church/ministry is very slow if not stagnant.
54321
3. Spiritual food given at our church/ministry is satisfactory.
54321
4. We have regular Bible studies/fellowships at our church/ministry.
54321
5. At our church/ministry we have cell groups for Bible studies/fellowship.
54321
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5

4

3

2

1

Strongly Agree

Moderately Agree

Neither Agree nor
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly Disagree

6. We have regular prayer sessions at our church/ministry.
54321
7. Our church/ministry believes in prayer and fasting.
54321
8. Every member of our church/ministry is committed to prayer life.
54321
9. The preaching and teachings in my church/ministry are challenging and encouraging to
my walk with God.
54321
10. The relationship and closeness I have with people in my church/ministry makes me
feel at home.
54321
11. The worship services in my church/ministry are spiritually inspiring
54321
12. The music in my church/ministry helps me worship God
54321
13. I am an active participant in my church/ministry ministries.
54321
14. I am happy that I know clearly my spiritual gift(s).
54321
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5

4

3

2

1

Strongly Agree

Moderately Agree

Neither Agree nor
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly Disagree

15. Worship service in my church/ministry attracts many people to come.
54321
16. Many people come to our church/ministry because they see God’s manifestations.
54321
17. In my church/ministry I feel as if I am at home.
54321
18. Our church/ministry programs are attractive to the outsiders.
54321
19. My personal spiritual life in my church/ministry can be described as growing.
54321
20. My church has mission programs for reaching the unreached people in Tanzania.
54321
21. Our church/ministry supports sister churches/ministries planted in remote areas.
54321
22. Our church/ministry has plans of planting sister churches/ministries in other areas
where there are no such churches/ministries.
54321
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APPENDIX F
INTERVIEW WITH LEADERS AND LAITY QUESTIONNAIRE
Please circle your identity after reading each of the five statements below.
Church/Ministry membership or affiliation: IM/MC
Position: Leader/Lay
Gender: Male/Female
Age: 10-20 /21-30 /31-40 /41-50 /51-60 /61-70 /above 70
Region you reside currently:
Sample: At least 50 leaders for interview from 5 regions of Tanzania both from the
independent ministries and the mainline churches.
NOTE: All comments will be treated as confidential. Thanks for your co-operation.

1. What ministry practices spiritual or physical in your ministry/church have greater
impact on the Tanzanian community?
2. What ministry practices spiritual or physical do you like most from the a) independent
ministries b) mainline churches?
3. What ministry practices spiritual or physical do you dislike from the a) independent
ministries b) mainline churches?
4. What practices spiritual or physical do you think/feel need improvement in your
ministry/church?
5. What negative things do people speak about your ministry/church?
6. What positive things do people speak about your ministry/church?
7. Why do you think some people go away from your ministry/church? If any.
8. Why do you think many people in recent years move away from the mainline churches
and join the independent ministries?
9. What do you think the Tanzanian community likes most from the a) independent
ministries b) mainline churches?
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10. What do you think the Tanzanian community dislikes most from the a) independent
ministries b) mainline churches?
11. What practices specifically, spiritual or physical you think the independent ministries
should imitate from the mainline churches?
12. What practices specifically, spiritual or physical you think the mainline churches
should imitate from the independent ministries?
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